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PREFACE

Photothermal effect refers to heating of a sample due to the absorption of

electromagnetic radiation. Photothermal (PT) heat generation which is an example of

energy conversion has in general three kinds of applications. 1. PT material probing

2. PT material processing and 3. PT material destruction. The temperatures involved

increases from 1-. 3. Of the above three, PT material probing is the most important

in making significant contribution to the field of science and technology.

Photothermal material characterization relies on high sensitivity detection techniques

to monitor the effects caused by PT material heating of a sample. Photothermal

method is a powerful high sensitivity non-contact tool used for non-destructive

thermal characterization of materials. The high sensitivity of the photothermal

methods has led to its application for analysis of low absorbance samples. Laser

calorimetry, photothermal radiometry, pyroelectric technique, photoacoustic

technique, photothermal beam deflection technique, etc. come under the broad class

ofphotothermal techniques. However the choice of a suitable technique depends upon

the nature of the sample, purpose of measurement, nature of light source used, etc.

The present investigations are done on polymer thin films employing photothermal

beam deflection technique, for the successful determination of their thermal

diffusivity. Here the sample is excited by a He-Ne laser (A = 6328...\ ) which acts as

the pump beam. Due to the refractive index gradient established in the sample surface

and in the adjacent coupling medium, another optical beam called probe beam (diode

laser, A = 6500A ) when passed through this region experiences a deflection and is

detected using a position sensitive detector and its output is fed to a lock-in amplifier

from which the amplitude and phase of the deflection can be directly obtained. The

amplitude and phase of the signal is suitably analysed for determining the thermal

diffusivity.



The production of polymer thin film samples has gained considerable

attention for the past few years. Plasma polymerization is an inexpensive tool for

fabricating organic thin films. It refers to formation of polymeric materials under the

influence of plasma, which is generated by some kind of electric discharge. Here

plasma of the monomer vapour is generated by employing radio frequency (MHz)

techniques. Plasma polymerization technique results in homogeneous, highly

adhesive, thermally stable, pinhole free, dielectric, highly branched and cross-linked

polymer films. The possible linkage in the formation of the polymers is suggested by

comparing the FTIR spectra of the monomer and the polymer.

Near IR overtone investigations on some organic molecules using local mode

model are also done. Higher vibrational overtones often provide spectral

simplification and greater resolution of peaks corresponding to nonequivalent X-H

bonds where X is typically C, N or O. Vibrational overtone spectroscopy of

molecules containing X-H oscillators is now a well established tool for molecular

investigations. Conformational and steric differences between bonds and structural

inequivalence of CH bonds (methyl, aryl, acetylenic, etc.) are resolvable in the higher

overtone spectra. The local mode model in which the X-H oscillators are considered

to be loosely coupled anharmonic oscillators has been widely used for the

interpretation of overtone spectra. If we are exciting a single local oscillator from the

vibrational ground state to the vibrational state v, then the transition energy of the

local mode overtone is given by .:lE a......v = A v + B v2
• A plot of .:lE / v versus v will

yield A, the local mode frequency as the intercept and B, the local mode diagonal

anharmonicity as the slope. Here A - B gives the mechanical frequency XI of the

oscillator and B = X2 is the anharmonicity of the bond. The local mode parameters XI

and X2 vary for non-equivalent X-H bonds and are sensitive to the inter and intra

molecular environment of the X-H oscillator. The thesis contains seven chapters

which are summarized as follows.

Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to photothermal effects. Common

photothermal effects produced by modulated optical absorption in a sample and the



corresponding detection schemes are discussed. Various configurations for probe

beam refraction (PBR) to monitor refractive index gradient (RIG) are discussed. In

this thesis, major emphasis is on perpendicular probe beam refraction outside the

sample (mirage effect). As the photothermal techniques are based on the heating

effects, the temperature distribution in the sample as well as in the surrounding media

are to be discussed, which can be related to the signal amplitude and phase. This is

done in the last two sections by discussing the Rosencwaig-Gersho I-D theory and

the 3-D theory.

Chapter 2 describes the preparation of r.f plasma polymerized thin films and

their FTIR analysis. Three samples namely Poly 2,6-dimethylaniline, poly

diethylamine and poly dimethylamine are prepared. FTIR analysis of the monomer

and polymer are done to suggest the possible linkage in the formation of the polymer.

Chapter 3 describes the determination of thermal diffusivity of all the three r.f

plasma polymerized samples using the perpendicular probe beam refraction (mirage

method) method. For each sample, measurements are done at two modulation

frequencies. The deflection signal is analysed by phase method as well as amplitude

method.

Chapter 4 starts with an introduction to vibrational spectroscopy. Vibrational

energy levels of an anhannonic oscillator and appearence of overtones are discussed.

The chapter outlines how the local mode model is used as a tool to analyse the

overtones in the NIR region of the X-H containing molecules (X = C, N, 0 ....).

Chapter 5 analyses the Near IR overtone spectra of four amines. The near

infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of liquid phase 2,6-dimethylaniline

and 2,4-dimethylaniline are reported in the region Lw = 2, 3 & 4. The aryl CH, methyl

CH and NH local mode mechanical frequency values obtained from fitting the

overtones are analysed and compared. Cyclohexylamine and morpholine are

nonaromatic cyclic amines with six-member saturated rings. The near infrared

vibrational overtone absorption spectra of these molecules in carbon tetrachloride in

different concentrations are examined. The CH and NH local mode mechanical



frequency values and anhannonicity values obtained from fitting the overtones are

analysed and compared. Both for cyclohexylamine and morpholine we could identify

weak and broad red-shifted bands at lower overtones due to the formation of

hydrogen bonds.

Chapter 6 deals with the near IR overtone analysis of some moderately strong

hydrogen bonded systems. Overtone spectra of cyclohexanol in carbon tetrachloride

in different concentrations are analysed using the local mode model. While the aryl

CH and free OH local mode parameters are almost insensitive to the variation in

concentration, the local mode parameters for the bonded OH stretching vibrations

vary with concentration. The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of

cyclopentanol in liquid phase are examined. The CH, bonded OH and free OH local

mode mechanical frequency values and anhannonicity values obtained from fitting

the overtones are analysed and compared. Due to hydrogen bonding in addition to

free OH, a red shifted hydrogen bonded broad band appears in the spectrum. There is

a decrease for the frequency and an increase for the anharmonicity due to

intermolecular hydrogen bonding, which is in agreement with the earlier conclusions.

In the case of imidazole in carbon tetrachloride, in the near IR overtone spectrum,

blue-shifted hydrogen bonded NH oscillators are observed and are analysed using

local mode model.

Chapter 7 is a summary of the entire work. All the conclusions are highlighted.



CHAPTERl

PHOTOTHERMAL EFFECTS

1.1 Introduction

Photothermal effect refers to heating of a sample due to the absorption of

electromagnetic radiation. After absorption, the excited sample comes to the lower

state by dissipation of heat, which leads to the heating of the sample as well as the

surrounding medium. These changes are referred to as photohennal effects [1,2]. It is

an example of energy conversion. The photothermal effects are photo-induced

changes in the thermal state of the sample. The absorption of photons by atoms or

molecules will result in different types of processes in a material, as shown in Fig.l ,

The atoms or molecules in the excited level may loose their energy by radiative

processes, such as spontaneous or stimulated emission, and by non-radiative

processes which mainly result in heat generation [3-8]. If the photon energy is high

enough, direct photochemical changes such as photo-decomposition, photo

ionisation, etc. of the molecule may take place. Destructive changes such as

vapourisation of the material and plasma generation also may take place as a result of

photon-matter interaction at very high power densities of the incident light. Only the

nondestructive changes occurring in matter, subsequent to the photon absorption, will

be discussed in the following sections.

Fig. 1 shows the main channels of photoinduced changes that occur in a sample.

Here El and E2 represent the energies of the lower and upper levels and E2- El = hv is

the energy of the absorbed photon. Let I and L are the incident light intensity and the

sample length, respectively and Pbe the optical absorption coefficient. The absorbed

power labs in the sample is given by

(1)

with PL« 1.
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Now, the absorbed energy will be liberated through radiative, nonradiative or

chemical processes and each of these processes has specific quantum yield (4,9,10]. If

n• • 0 ....and Opc are the quantum yields of radiative, nonradia tive and photochemical

(hv)

Photochemical proc ess

:B\ Radiative relaxation

nNonradiat ive relaxation

-D

E,

E,

Absorption

Fig. I . Schematic rep resentation of vario us photo-indu ced processes.

processes respectively, the total quantum yield o f all the channels of de-exci tation is

given by

(2)

Here the intensity I.h• of the laser radiation absorbed will be distributed over all these

channels so that

(3)

wh ere I, - ",I' M' IM"" n~.J 'b' and It'< '" np<I.~. are the amount of energy liberated through

the radiative, nonradiativc and photochemical processes, respectively. Measurement
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ofthe energy absorbed or released through any of these relaxation channels facilitates

the study of various properties and parameters of the sample.

Heat can be produced promptly or at various time delays ( Fig. 2 ). The light

Transmitted li t

ILuminescence

Photochemical
energy

Optical absorption

Reflected
light

IEnergy transfer

Incident light

Photoelectrical
energy

Photothermal
effects

....................~

Possible delayed
heat release

Fig. 2. Possible consequences of optical absorption
leading to prompt and delayed heat production

energy absorbed and not lost by subsequent emission results in sample heating. This

heating results in a temperature change as well as changes in thermodynamic

parameters of the sample. Measurement of temperature, pressure, or density changes

that occur due to optical absorption are ultimately the basis for the photothermal

methods. The basic processes responsible for photothermal signal generation are

shown in Fig. 3. Optical radiation, usually from a laser, is used to excite a sample.

The sample absorbs some of this radiation resulting in an increase in the internal
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energy. This followed by a non-radiative excited state relaxation results in the

production of heat. The heating of the sample produces photothermal effects like

temperature rise, photoacoustic waves, refractive index changes in the sample and in

the adjacent fluid, IR thermal radiation changes, etc. at the same time.

Optical Excitation

U
AbSilon

Excited State Relaxation

U
Temperature Change <::=:::> Density Change~

(Thermal Diffusion)
Pressure Change

(Acoustic Wave)

U
Optical Probe~ Refractive Index Change c::=::> Photothermal Signal

Fig. 3. Basic processes responsible for the
photothermal signal generation

If we examine the history of photothermal discoveries, the oldest technical

applicaction of the photothermal effect is believed to be the communication

device, the photophone, invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1880 [11]. Bell

found that audible sound could be heard coming from a tube filled with various

materials when the light shining on the transparent tube was modulated. The

scope of his observation was in a dormant state due to the non-availability of

powerful light sources. The operational principles are now well understood.

Modulation of the light impinging on an absorbing substance will produce a

similar modulation in temperature due to photothermal effect. In a gas of

restricted volume, temperature modulation produces a pressure modulation. The

periodic pressure modulation is an acoustic signal. With the advent of lasers
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many important discoveries in the field of photothermal methods were made.

Historically, the birth of high sensitivity photoacoustic and photothermal

methods can be traced back to that of the laser.

Photothermal spectroscopy is a of high sensitivity method used to measure

optical absorption and thermal characteristics of a sample. We can consider

photothermal spectroscopy as an indirect method used to measure optical

absorption. In regular optical absorption spectroscopy, the intensity of the light

passing out through the sample is compared to the intensity of light going into

the sample. However, in photothermal spectroscopy, the transmission of light is

not used in measuring, and instead, sample heating, which is a direct

consequence of optical absorption is studied. Scattering and reflection losses do

not produce phothermal signals. Subsequently photothermal spectroscopy more

accurately measures optical absorption in scattering solutions, in solid and at

interfaces. This aspect makes it particularly attractive for application to surface

and solid absorption studies, and studies in scattering media. The precision of

the photothermal measurements is inherently better than that of the direct

transmission method [12]. The high sensitivity of the photothermal spectroscopy

methods has led to application for analysis oflow absorbance samples [13].

PT generation which is an example of energy conversion has in general

three kinds of applications. I. PT material probing which does not cause any

sample modification. 2. PT material processing which causes the sample to

change to another useful form. 3. PT material destruction which make the

sample useless. The temperatures involved increases from 1-+ 3. Of the above

three, PT material probing is the most important m making significant

contribution to the field of science and technology.

1.2 Detection Schemes

Photothermal material characterization relies on high sensitivity detection

techniques to monitor the effects caused by PT material heating of a sample.

Most of the photothermal effects occur simultaneously. The choice of a suitable
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PT effect for detection depends OD the nature of the sample and its environment.

the light source used and the purpose of measurement. Common photothermal

effects produced by modulated optical absorption in a sample is shown in Fig . 4.

Direct effec ts are observed in the sample (5) and the effects observed in the

transparent coupling fluid (F) adjacent to the sample are termed indirect effects.

Table 1 shows the various photothermal effects and the corresponding detection

schemes.

;,
,
I,

- 1nIrare'll PT Rldlomotry

Coupling
Fhid

i
< -
... -~ .

<
< 

<

<

IndreclPAw...
_ PT Rehc:tIwo-lndn Gndont
Surfac:o__oIoctivity Changt

T_tu18Ri1t
DIrect PTR_. Graclent

DIrect PAWIVI

Fig. 4 . Common pbototberma.l effects produced
by modulated optical absorption in a sample.
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Table I

Various photothermal effects and the corresponding detection schemes

Thermodynamic Parameter Measured Property Detection Technique
Temperature Calorimetry

Temperature
Infrared Emission Photothermal Radiometry

Pressure Acoustic Wave Photoacoustic spectroscopy

Density Refractive Index Photothermal Lens
Photothermal Interferometry
Photothermal Deflection
Photothermal Refraction
Photothermal Diffraction

Surface Deformation surface Deflection

All PT detection schemes require a modulation in the exicitation light. It can

be a continuous modulated PT detection where the modulation is in the form of

continuous train of pulses at nearly 50% duty cycle. This type of detection scheme is

in the frequency domain where amplitude and phase of the PT signal are measured by

lock-in detection. There is pulsed PT detection also, which is in the time domain.

Here modulation is in the form of short intense pulses separated by long dark periods.

Various PT effects and the detection schemes are described briefly below.

Temperature rise: Monitoring the temperature rise is called laser calorimetry or

optical calorimetry or photothermal calorimetry [14,15]. For this thermocouples,

thermistors or pyroelectric devices can be used. Here the advantage is that the

observed temperature rise can be directly measured and can be related to absorption

coefficient. But the sensitivity is low and moreover, thermal isolation is needed to

avoid heat leakage from the sample. However, it was shown that fast rise time and

high sensitivity for a thin film sample is possible if it is directly coated on to a thin

film pyroelectric detector [16, 17].
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Infrared emission change: Temperature changes can also be indirectly measured by

monitoring the infrared emission, since the infrared emission is directly related to the

sample temperature. This detection technique called photothermal radiometry (18),

althogh not very sensitive, has great potential in nondestructive analysis and testing of

materials. Infrared cameras can be used for the thermal imaging of large samples.

Pressure change: Pressure variation or modulation resulting from the absorption of

modulated light by a sample is usually referred to as photoacoustic or optoacoustic

generation [19-21). PA generation mechanisms include electrostriction,

therrnoeleastic expansion, volume changes due to photochemistry, gas evolution,

boiling or ablation and dielectric breakdown. The pressure wave generated after light

excitation contains contributions from the various sources above. For electrostriction

and for therrnoelastic expansion the PA generation efficiency '1 (acoustic energy

generated! light energy absorbed) is..small compared to the breakdown mechanisms.

PA generation via thermoelastic expansion is the common mechanism used in PA

spectroscopy. As for the general case of PT generation, PA detection also can be

direct or indirect. In direct method, the acoustic wave is detected in the sample itself

while in the indirect method, the acoustic wave is detected via coupling fluid medium

adjacent to the sample.

Refractive index gradients: PT heating of a sample can produce a refractive index

gradient (RIG) in the sample (direct effect) or in an adjacent coupling fluid (indirect

effect). Also, there are two types of RIG produced by the PT heating of the sample,

namely, a thermal RIG and an acoustic RIG. The thermal RIG is produced by the

decreased density of the medium (sample or coupling fluid) caused by the local

temperature rise, decays in time following the diffusional decay of the temperature

profile, and remains near the initial optically excited region. The acoustic RIG is

associated with the density fluctuation of the medium caused by the propagation of

the PA wave, decays in propagation distance following the attenuation of the PA

wave, and travels at the acoustic velocity away from the initial optically excited

region. Thermal RIG and acoustic RIG are related and can be used to measure similar

parameters, like optical absorption coefficient, temperature, or flow velocity of the
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sample. However, thermal diffusivity can only be measured by the time evolution of

the thermal RIG and acoustic velocity and attenuation can only be measured by the

spatial dependence of the acoustic RIG. Also, at distances farther than several

thermal diffusion lengths from the excitation region, only acoustic RIG can be

detected. In general, thermal RIG provides a larger signal compared to acoustic RIG.

The thermal refractive index gradient generated by the excitation beam affects

the propagation of an optical beam in its vicinity, including its own propagation,

resulting in the well known effect of self-defocusing or thermal blooming [22J. Self

defocusing generally occurs instead of self-focusing because the derivative of the

refractive index with respect to temperature is usually negative, so that the

temperature gradient results in a negative lens. Self-defocusing of the excitation beam

provides a sensitive spectroscopic tool and Solimini [23] gave a quantitative theory

for this application.

The thermal RIG can also affect the propagation of another weak 'probe' beam

in the neighborhood of excitation beam. Thus, the thermal RIG can be monitored

either by self defocusing or by probe beam refraction (PBR). The PBR method with

an additional collinear probe beam provides higher sensitivity than the single beam

selfdefocusing method [24-26]. This is known as thermal lensing spectroscopy using

a probe beam. Here the thermally perturbed sample is acting as a lens (Fig. 5). This

occurs when spatial dependent refractive index profiles are curved.

The PBR technique for probing the refractive index gradient need not employ

collinear beams as in the thermal lens experiment. A probe beam that is parallel to but

displaced from the excitation beam can also be used (Fig. 6a). It has been pointed out

that the PBR method, using beams with appropriate displacements, can have higher

sensitivity than thermal lens spectroscopy if the probe is positioned at the maximum

refractive index gradient, which is situated at approximately one beam radius from the

axis of the excitation beam [27, 28].

The probe beam need not be even parallel to the excitation beam. High spatial

resolution measurements necessitate the use of 'crossed' beams (Fig. 6b). For opaque
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samples, orthogonal PBR detection is generally needed because no transmission

through the sample is possible (Fig. 6c). Spatial gradients in refractive index result in

a direction change in the propagation of a ray of light. Thus light will exit a medium

with a refractive index gradient at an angle relative to the incident ray. The study of

the bending of light path is commonly called phototherml deflection spectroscopy

[29-32]. Various configurations in Fig. 6 are all probe beam deflection schemes.

Pump-beam

._-~
-"- ... -

--7 ""-
Probe-beam I}. Pinhole

Sample

Fig. 5. Thermallensing
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Probe ~~ ~~n!!~ ~_::, ...~. RefracteO probe
I ..,::.. - •• - NOf'-refracted probe

. I

'l.....,~ Pump (y. direction)

o y

Fig. 6a. Parallel probe beam refraction

11

(b)
perpendicular
Probe- beam
rfraetion
in sample

Pump
( y-direction )

.~~.. Refracted probe
Non-refractedproble
( x-direction)

Fig. 6b. Perpendicular probe beam refraction in the sample
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Fig. 6c. Perpendicular probe beam refraction outside the sample (Mirage effect)
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Though there are several methods to detect the temperature dependent refractive

index change, all these methods rely on a few basic principles of light propagation,

namely, optical path length change, diffraction and refraction. The optical path length

changes that occur due to the photothermal induced refractive index change can be

measured with interferometry. Using interferometry, the phase of the monochromatic

light passing through the heated sample, relative to the phase passing through the

reference arm, results in a change in power at a photoelectric detector. There are

several different interferometric schemes that can be used to detect changes in the

optical path length induced by the photo thermal effect [33, 34]. These methods may

all be classified as being photothermal interferometry.

A periodic spatial refractive index modulation results in a volume phase

diffraction grating, when two pump beams cross each other inside or at the surface of

the sample. This grating will refract light at an angle that meets requirements from- .
Bragg's law. The amount of light diffracted is proportional to the refractive index

change. The diffracted light is measured with a photoelectric detector. Methods used

to measure spectroscopic signals based on volume phase diffraction gratings formed

by the photohermal effects are called Photothermal diffraction spectroscopy [35, 36].

Surface deformation: The PT heating of a surface causes distortion due to thermal

expansion. This distortion even though very small, can be detected. In solid samples,

the density changes due to heating alter physical dimension at sample surfaces.

Sample dimension changes give rise to two optical methods for monitoring the

temperature change based on surface deformation. A homogeneous deformation

displaces the surface of the sample. Interferometry can be used on reflective samples.

Spatially hetrogeneous expansion can also cause the surface angle to change. A probe

beam reflected from the surface will change angle when heterogeneous expansion

occurs. Measurement of the probe beam angle gives rise to the method of

photothermal surface displacement or deflection spectroscopy [37].

Besides the more common PT effects described above that have been

extensively used for PT spectroscopy and material testing application, many other PT
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effects are possible, especially in special circumstances. In the case of

semiconductors, besides producing a periodic thermal wave, the incident light also

generates photoexcited carrier population. So besides a thermal gradient, a minority

carrier population gradient also will be set up. By employing PT methods various

transport properties, namely, the thermal and electronic diffusivities, the minority

carrier lifetime, surface recombination rate, etc. can be studied [38]. Zapka and Tarn

have carried out a probe beam absorption measurement to detect the change in the

Boltzmann molecular population distribution due to the PT heating of a gaseous

sample [39]. Photothermal effect based techniques have a lot of applications in

material and chemical analysis. Its application in biological and medical fields are

well established. PT methods have been efficiently used for the measurement of

acoustic velocities, thermal diffusion coefficients, sample temperature, bulk flow

rates, phase transition, volume expansion coefficients, etc.

The important aspect of photothermal spectroscopy which makes it a unique

approach in various applications is its flexibility to perform in different experimental

configurations. On the other hand conventional optical absorption spectroscopy and

luminescence studies require some specific experimental configuration and basic

requirements, which limits, to some extent, their widespread use in material studies.

Photothermal measurements are usually performed using laser light sources. High

spectral purity and high power of the laser beam yields enhanced photothermal

signals. The spatial coherence properties of the laser light also allow the light to be

focused to small, diffraction limited volumes. The small volumes enhancc the signal

magnitude and allow the photothermal spectroscopy to be used in small volume

sample analysis.

Two types of pumping mechanisms can be used for the excitation of the sample.

They are the pulsed laser excitation and modulated continuous-wave (cw) laser

excitation. Pulsed excitation produces transient signals of large amplitude

immediately after the excitation and it decays as the sample approaches thermal

equilibrium through heat diffusion. By performing the transient waveform analysis,

One can obtain a variety of sample properties. Now, if the excitation is carried out
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using a periodically modulated cw laser then the signal will also be periodic, the

magnitude and phase of which are functions of modulation frequency. The frequency

dependent phase-shift information is essentially equivalent to that contained in the

time-dependent signal transients obtained from pulsed excitation.

In this thesis, major emphasis is on photothermal beam deflection (mirage)

studies. As the photothermal techniques are based on the heating effects, the

temperature distribution in the sample as well as in the surrounding media are to be

discussed, which can be related to the signal amplitude and phase. This is discussed in

the next two sections.

1.3 Rosencwaig-Gersho 1-D Theory

The Rosencwaig-Gersho (R-G) [40] theory is essentially a one-dimensional heat flow

model [41], which is sufficient to describe photoacoustic (PA) signal generation. In

PA technique the excitation beam is uot focused so that heat diffusion takes place in

one direction only. The formulation ofR-G model is based on the light absorption and

thermal wave propagation in an experimental configuration as shown in Fig. 7.

Incident light

Sample / Boundary layerofgas
Gas (fluid)

/ /
,,- Y //

--. III 11 I

Backing
material

I
'y-{

I
o

I
19

Fig. 7. Geometry of I-D Rosencwaig-Gersho model

Consider a simple cylindrical cell oflength L and diameter D as shown in Fig. 7.
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Assume that the length L is small compared to the wavelength of the acoustic signal.

The sample is considered to be in the form of a disk having diameter D and thickness

l. The sample is mounted so that its front surface is exposed to the gas (air) within the

cell and its back surface is a poor thermal conductor of thickness lb. The length Is of

the gas column in the cell is then given by 19 = L-l-lb• Further assumption is that the

gas and backing materials are not light absorbing. Let ki , Pi' Ci and Cli represent the

thermal conductivity, density, specific heat and thermal diffusivity respectively of the

material i. Then a, = (w/2a;)I/2is the thermal diffusion coefficient and Ili = lIa;, is the

thermal diffusion length of the material. i can take subscripts s, g and b for solid, gas

and backing material respectively. w denotes the chopping frequency of the incident

light beam in radians per second. Assume that the sinusoidally chopped

monochromatic light source with wavselength A. is incident on the solid with intensity

I = (1/2) 10 (l +cos cot). The thermal diffusion equation in the three regions can be

written as

~~ 1 ocp
oe =a" a;-'
&cp I ocp
ot2 =<x'

g
B;'

&~ I ocp
- =--- Aexp(~x)[1+ exp(jcot]
8t 2

0: ot '
s

mthA= 1310 11
2k,

O-s:,x$-I
g

-15.x$O

Region III

Region I

Region II

(4)

(5)

(6)

where cp is the temperature, 11 is the light conversion efficiency and Pis the absorption

coefficient. The real part of the complex-valued solution cp (x, t) of the above

equations is the solution of physical interest and represents the temperature in the cell

relative to the ambient temperature as a function of position and time. Thus, the actual

temperature field in the cell is given by
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T ( x, t ) = Re [cp(x, t )] + .p

Chapter!

where Re stands for 'the real part of' and <I> is the ambient (room) temperature. The

complex amplitude of the periodic temperature distribution, e at the solid-gas

boundary (x = 0) is given by

e= ~Io [(r-l)(b+l)~0,1) -(r+l)(b-I)~ --<JJ) +2(b-r}e<p(-i31}) (7)

2~(rr -0;) (g+l)(b+ l)e<p(q l) -(g-l)(b-l)e<p(---q t)

v.h:re b = ~l\, , g=l);ag
, r=(1-j)l..anicr. = (l +j)a,

~as ~a, 2a,

The main source of acoustic signal arises from the periodic heat flow from the

solid to the surrounding gas. The periodic heating causes the boundary layer of gas to

expand and contract periodically. This can be thought of as the action of an acoustic

piston on the rest of the gas column, producing an acoustic pressure signal that travels

through the entire gas column. The displacement of the gas piston due to the periodic

heating can be estimated using the ideal gas law,

(8)

where the average de temperature of the gas boundary layer is set as dc temperature at

the solid surface, To = <1>+90, <I> being the ambient temperature at the cell walls.

Assuming that the rest of the gas responds to the action of the piston adiabatically, the

acoustic pressure in the cell due to the displacement of the gas piston can be obtained

from the adiabatic gas law PV" = constant, where P is the pressure, V is the gas

volume in the cell, and y is ratio of the specific heats. Thus the incremental pressure is
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SP(t) = yPo fN
~
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(9)

where Po and Vo are the ambient pressure and volume respectively and -OV is the

incremental volume. Then from equations (8) & (9)

(J0)

The actual physical pressure variation is given by the real part of oP(t) and Q

specifies the complex envelope of the sinusoidal pressure variation. Substituting for e,

Q::::;: I3IoYPo X

2.[; k, 19 (132
- <J;)

[
(r - l){b+ 1)~(crJ) -(r+ l)(b-l)~(-<r/)+ 2(b-r)~(43l)]

(g+ l){b+ l)e;p(cr/) - (g-l)(b-l)e;p(-<rsl)
(ll)

Thus, equation (11) can be evaluated for obtaining the amplitude and phase of the

acoustic pressure wave produced in the cell by photoacoustic effect. It can be

observed that interpretation of the full expression for oP(t) is difficult because of the

complex expression of Q. Physical insight can be gained easily if certain special cases

according to the optical opaqueness of solids are examined. For each category of

optical opaqueness, three cases according to the relative magnitude of the thermal

diffusion length Ils, as compared to the physical length I and the optical absorption

length Il~.
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Case 1: Optically Transparent Solids (J11l > 1)

1a : Thermally Thin Solids (u, » I;ll-. » J.!,,)

Cnapter I

(12)

(13)

Thus the acoustic signal is proportional to pt and varies as f -I. In addition, the

thermal properties of the backing material come into play in the expression for Q

Ib: Thermally Thin Solids tu., > 1;J,Js </-lJ3)

Here we can set

exp (-131) == 1 - 13/, e±"'; == I ±0) and Irl < 1 in equation (11)

Then Q= (1- DPI (llb)Y
2ag k,

(14)

This equation is identical with equation (13) and hence the acoustic signal behaves in

the same fashion.

Jc:1hemrJllyThickSolUk(J.!s >1;>lJs«~)

In this case wesetexp (-f3/) == 1- PI, lO"' == 0 andIrl « I in eqaatiorul l)

Now Q=_ j~(lls]y
2ag k,

(15)
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The acoustic signal is now proportional to ~Ils rather than ~/. This means that light

absorbed within the first thermal diffusion length contributes to the signal, although

light is being absorbed throughout the length of the solid. Moreover, I-l" being less

than the thickness I, thermal properties of the backing material will not influence the

h . 1 . f-312signal. Here t e SIgna vanes as .

Case 11: Optically Opaque Solids

!Ia : Thermally Thin Solids (11, » I;IJs » J..l~)

In equation(ll),wesetexp (-I3/):::O,-I3I,/at :::landlr/»I

. (1 - j) (!J.b )Then we obtain Q= -- - y
2ag k,

(16)

Here the photoacoustic signal is independent of'B. The signal depends on the thermal

properties of the backing material and varies as l/f

lIb : Thermally Thick Solids (fls < I;fls > flp )

we set exp (-Pl) == O. e-a/ ;; 0 and Irl > I in equation (11)

We obtain Q = (1- j) (~LS Jy
2ag ks

(17)

Though equations (16) & (17) are similar, in the present case there is no contribution

from the thermal properties of the backing material.

lIe: Thermally Thick Solidsty.; «l;fl s < fll3)

We set

exp(-~l)== 0, e'''!;; 0 and Irl< 1 in equation (ll).Then we obtain
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Q= -jl3/ls (I-l' JY
2ag k,

CliapterI

(18)

The photoacoustic signal will be proportional to 13~,. The signal is independent of the

thermal properties of the backing material and varies as r-312
• The theoretical analysis

of the photoacoustic effect applied to different cases discussed above can be suitably

applied to the study of any kind of sample.

1.4 Photothermal Probe Beam Deflection (PBD) Or Mirage Effect; 3-D Theory

In the case of photothermal beam deflection technique [1,30-32, 42-44J, the pump

beam or the excitation beam is focused. Hence, instead of the above I-D calculation

of periodic distribution of temperature, we have to resort to 3D calculations. The heat

diffusion equation in cylindrical geometry [41] is given by

(19)

When heat flow takes place in planes through Z-axis, the heat diffusion equation

becomes

(20)

The assumption that the homogeneous sample is the absorbing medium and the fluid

and the backing are transparent still holds good. The heat diffusion equation in three

regions can be written as

a2T
g I aTg (iTg I aTg--+--+--=---ar2 r ar az2 Dg at (21)
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a2
Ts +~ aT, + a2~s =_1_+ aTs _ A(r,t)exp(az)(l+exp(jrot» (22)

ar2 r ar az Db at
with -I ::;; z ::;; 0 .

a2
Tb + ~ OTb + a2~ = _1_ OTb _ (/ -/

b)::;;
z 5, -I (23)

ar2 r ar oz Db ot

(
- 2 £2)

A (r.t) = TJPa e 7 (l+cos (rot») is the heat deposited per unit volume where
k na 2

s

P is the exciting beam power, a is the optical absorption coefficient, 11 is the light

conversion efficiency, 'a' is the beam radius defined at I/e 2 intensity. The boundary

conditions are

or BIg
k ......!- (z = 0) = k - (z = 0)• oz g az

or at
k s - S (z=-/)=kb _b (z=-/)oz oz

Ts(z =-I, t) =Tb(z = -I, t)

T,(z =0, t):::: Tg (z =0, t)

Tg{z =ce,t) =Tb(-ce,t)=O with/g~ce, lb- 00
}

(24)

(25)

(26)

Here it is assumed that Ig and Ib are very large compared to the heated area and the

backward heat propagation in these two regions is neglected.

In order to obtain the periodic steady state temperature, the above differential

equations are reduced to simpler partial differential equation by Hankel

transformation and Laplace transformation is used to obtain ordinary differential
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equation from the partial differential equation. Furthermore, the modulated source is

replaced by the unit source A(l:)~(t).

-,,?T (A Z p) + 8
2T

o(A,z,p) =l T (A Z p)
o " 8z2 DO' ,

s

2 ) 8
2T

o(A,z,p) p ~ ) (~) ()-A Tn(A,z,p + 2 =-To(l\"z,p - Ao I\, exp az
8z Ds

where

Assuming solution of the form to eq. (27)

The general solution is

B(A, p) = 0 since the fluid is supposed to be very thick.Equations (28) and (29)

can be solved similarly. Thus solution to equations (27), (28) and (29) are

(27)

(28)

(29)
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-JA 2 + 1:-z
TO(A,Z,p)= T s (A.,p) e D

JA 2 + 1:-z -~A 2 + E-z
TO(A,Z,p)= U(A.,p)e D + V(A,p)e D

A (A)e a zo

~A 2 + z.,
TO(A.,z,p)= W (A.,p)e D

23

(30)

(3 I )

(32)

After applying the Hankel inversion to the above three equations the steady periodic

state solution obtained is of the form

Thus the expressions for the modulated temperature field in the three regions are

(33)

00

Tg(r,z,t)= bTs(A)exp(-Pgz)exp (jcot)JO(A.r)A.dA.

00

Tb(r.z, t) = bW(A)exp(-Bb (z + 1))exp (jcot)JO(Ar)AdA.

(34)

(35)

00

Ts(r,z,t) =HU(A.)exp(psz) + V(A)exp(-Psz) - E(A.)exp(az)Jx exp(jOlt)JO(Ar)AdA.

(36)

where

(37)
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The final temperature distribution IS obtained by substituting the following

expressions in the above equations.

TS(A) =-E(A) + U(A)+ V(A)

W(A) = -E(A)exp(-al) + U(A)exp(-~s1) + V(A)exp(l)sl)

E(A)
U(A) = [(1- g)(b - r)exp(-al) + (g + r)(l + b)exp(l)s IJ-

H(A)

E(A)
V(A) = [(1 + g)(b - r)exp(-al) + (g + r)(1- b)exp(-13s IJ-

H(A)

and

H(A) = (l + g)(1 + b)exp(psl) - (1- g)(l- b)exp(-psl)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

k 13
withg=-U

ksPs

a
r=-

l)s

-A2a2/8[ -al Pi -13 I]Ts(A) =~_r e 2 2(b - r)e + (l + b)(r; l)e s + (1- b)(r +;)e s

4k s1t l3s r -1 (l+g)(l+b)ePS -(l-g)(I-b)e-13s

(43)

The surface temperature can be written as

00

r, (0, t) = JTsCA)J0 (Ar)A.dA. exprjcot)
o

(44)
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The geometry for the mirage deflection is as shown in Fig. 8. The propagation of the

beam through the spatially varying index of refraction is given by

d ( dro)- n- ="11. n(r,t)
ds ds

(45)

where ro is the perpendicular displacement of the beam from its original direction, n is

the uniform index or refraction and VLn(r,t) is the gradient of the index of refraction

perpendicular to S(the ray path). This relation can be integrated over the ray path S

dro I J-=- "11. n(r,t)ds
ds n path

Since the deviation is small, one can get the expression of the deflection 6(t)

dro 1 on
9=-=--["11- T(r,t)ds

ds noT

1 on +00
= -- f "1T < ds

n ar-» g

(46)

(47)

In our case, the probe beam is propagating through the fluid along the x-direction,

Hence, the probe deflects with components in x-y plane and z-x plane so that after

calculating the vector product in the integrand of the above expression, we get the

transverse et and the normal en components of the deflection, respectively.

Idn+OOOT •
e =-- J----4ixj
n n dT -00 oz

1 dn +00 or.
e =-- f sinaa-g dxk
t n dT ~OO ar

(48)

(49)
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ea and an: e. are the deflections normal and parallel to the sample swface.

, y

Probe
Beam - .x

Excitation Beam

•z

Fig. 8. Geometry for 'mirig~' deflection. The probe is along
x direction and the pump beam is aloog z direction

Using the standard result

+ 00 00 _

r Ts(x)dx = 2 I Ts(l.)cos(l.y)dl.
-~ 0

and substituting for the integral in equation (37) we get

2 dn "'- - •
9n =--CXP(jOl') rTs(l. )Pgcxp (-Pgz) cos(l.yjdl.j

n<IT 0

Similar treatment of the integral in equation (38) results in

2 do j wt OO_ - •
9, =--e f Ts(l.)l.exp(-Pgz)sin(l.y)dl.k

n <IT 0

(50)

(51)

(52)
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Substituting the value of T, (A.) from equation (33) in the above equation the general

expression for 91 and 9. can be obtained. On is related to the heat diffusion process

perpendicular to the surface whereas 01 represents the heat diffusion process parallel

to the sample surface. Depending upon the optical absorption coefficient, sample can

be divided into optically opaque and optically transparent. According to the thermal

properties, each are subdivided into thermally thick and thermally thin. Equation (33)

will be modified accordingly for each of these special cases [45]. The basic

assumption is that the thermal diffusivity of the sample is greater than that of fluid as

well as backing i.e. b = g - 0

Case I: Optically Opaque (01)> 1)

In these materials, the optical absorption length is much smaller than the sample

thickness.

r a
--=--~l

l+r 13s + a

r Cl
-=---~-I

1- r ~s - (X

Then the expression for the tangential component of deflection

1 d . oo -l3gz 2 2 [ -2138 I]e - n P jmt J ~ . (~ ) eA. a /4 1 1+ e d~k't -----e II.sm lI.ye - ---;:::-;;-. 11.

n dt 2k s7t 0 I3s 1- e-213s I

and that of normal component is given by

e 1d.n P jtot OOf (_A.
2a2)

I (I + exp(-213 I») .n = - dT--e 13s cos(A.y)exp -- - 8 exp(-13gZ)dA.j
n 2k s7t 0 4 13 1- exp(-213s/)

(53)

(54)

For thermally thick solids, I > I!, Hence exp(-Ps/) - 0 and the integrands are further

reduced. For thermally thin solids. I < I! and the equations are suitably modified.
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Case 11:Optically Transparent solids (al« 1)

CliapterI

r r a
--::::-::::-
1+ r 1- r ~s

Now the tangential component and normal components are given by

-A2a2
1 dn p ~ ---- a. -~ Z A

9 t = ----exp(jrot) I Asin(Ay)e 4 -----re g dAk
n dT 2k s1t 0 Ps

Idn p ~J (_A
2a 2 ) a. ( )"en= ----exp(jrot) Pg Cos(Ay)exp 2exp -Pgz dAj

n dT 2k s1t 0 4 Ps

(55)

(56)

Both the above mentioned cases are again classified into two according to the thermal

properties. For thermally thick soli<ls,l > p, Hence exp (-~,l) - 0 and the integrands

are further reduced. For thermally thin solids, I < /-l and the equations are suitably

modified.

The two techniques detailed in this chapter can be suitably applied to various

materials for the optical as well as thermal characterization non-destructively. PID

signal analysis for thermal characterization of certain plasma polymerized thin films

is done in chapter 3 using the 'Mirage' technique.
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CHAPTER 2

PREPARATION OF R.F. PLASMA POLYMERIZED

THIN FILMS AND FTIR ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

The concept of plasma dates back to Irving Langmuir, who in 1928 introduced the

term plasma in his studies of electrified gases in vacuum tubes. Plasmas are quasi

neutral particle systems in the form of gaseous or fluid-like mixtures of free electrons

and ions, frequently also containing neutral particles (atoms, molecules), with a large

mean kinetic energy of the components. In addition, there are a large amount of

excited molecular conditions, which by emitting electromagnetic radiation turns back

to the ground state and this gives the characteristic luminance of the plasma. Plasma

occurs in the sun, in lightnings and flames. Plasmas are frequently subdivided into

low and high-temperature plasmas. Arc Plasma at normal pressure and low-pressure

glow discharge are low-temperature plasmas, while fusion plasmas are high

temperature plasmas [1-6]. Plasmas are used in fluorescent tubes and in recent times,

in the surface technique.

Plasma polymerization is a new material preparation process. It refers to

formation of polymeric materials under the influence of plasma, which is generated

by some kind of electric discharge. Here gaseous monomers, stimulated through a

plasma, condense on freely selectable substrates, as high cross-linked layers. Plasma

polymerization covers a wide interdisciplinary area of physics, chemistry, interfaces,

materials and so on [1]. Because the most practical means of carrying out plasma

polymerization involves the use of an electric glow discharge in a vacuum, the term

glow discharge polymerization has been used synonymously with plasma

polymerization. The well-recognized concept of polymerization today is based on the

molecular processes by which the size of the molecules increases. In contrast to such
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molecular processes. polymer formation in plasma has been recognized as an atomic

(noD molecular) process [7]. If one wants to coat a certain substrate with a

coDventiooal polymer, several steps are required. In coating by plasma

polymerization. in contrast. all these ftmctiona l steps are rep laced by an essentially

one-Step process to produce a good polymer coating . Initially polymers formed Wider

the plasma condition were recognized as an insolub le deposit tha t provided only

difficulty in cleaning and noth ing else . The two mos t important characteristics of this

undesirable deposit, which are the most sought later, in modem technology of

coatings an: excellent adhesion to substl'a te materials and strong resistance to most

chemicals. Plasma polymerization is an inexpensive tool for fabricating organic thin

films. This technique results in homogeneous, bighly cross-linked and lbcnnally

stable polymer thin films . Fig. I gives a comparison of the structures of plasma

polymers and conventional polymers.

monom...

corn<ntJonal polymer

plasma potymer

• • •

Fig. I. Comparison between the plasma polymer and the conventional

polymerof the same monomer
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The dielectric properties of the plasma plolymerized thin films have potential

applications in microelectronics. These films are used in the production of

microcapacitors and in the deposition of passivation layers onto semiconductor

devices [1]. A good passivation layer must fulfil two requirements; it has to shield the

device from outside influence but at the same time should not interrupt its operations

[8]. Plasma polymerized thin films are finding use in fabricating storage batteries,

LEDs, sensors, super capacitors, etc. Films with low dielectric permittivity are

potential candidates as interrnetallic dielectrics in microelectronics [9]. Nowadays

multi layer optical interference films have been developed [10, 11] out of plasma

polymerization techniques.

2.2 Mechanism of Plasma Polymerization

The mechanism by which plasma polymerization occurs IS complex. Before

discussing in detail the mechanisms of formation of polymeric materials in plasma, it

is necessary to review some fundamental aspects of polymerization, Polymerization

reaction can be classified into two major groups on the basis of the mechanism of

growth reactions. These are step-growth polymerization and chain-growth

polymerization [1]. In step-growth polymerization, a polymer is formed by stepwise

repetition of the same reaction over and over again. If the monomer is represented by

M and the growing molecula by M; (where i = 1, 2, etc.), step-growth polymerization

can be represented by

M 2 + H20

M 3 + H20

M n+m+ H20

Here all the reactions at each step is identical to the first reaction.

In chain growth polymerization, a long-chain molecule is formed by a series of

consecutive steps that is completed in a very short time. In this case, the products are

only final polymers. Unlike the case of step-growth polymerization, intermediate-size

molecules cannot be isolated. Consequently, the entire polymer formation can be
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considered an essentially one-step process, as long as the concept of chemical

reactions that relies on the identification of the reactants and the products is

concemed. When the chain-carrying species is indicated by Me and the monomer by

M. the chain-growth mechanism can be shown by

M2e+M

Mne+M

and

Mm e ---. Mm (polymer)

The first three reactions represent the propagation reaction and the last reaction in

which the chain-carrying species is lost is the termination reaction.

In the elucidation of mechanisms of plasma polymerization a brief review of

radiation polymerization and parylene polymerization is extremely helpful since they

are closest to plasma polymerization. Polymerization initiated by ionizing radiation

such as "y rays from 60Co or high energy beams is radiation polymerization. Here the

formation of the chain- carrying species such as the cation, anion, or free radical is a

consecutive process to the ionization of a monomer. But in plasma polymerization,

the reactive species are not necessarily formed as the consequence of ionization. The

study ofparylene polymerization also provides information needed for the elucidation

of plasma polymerization mechanism. This is a rare example of polymerization that

occurs with high efficiency in vacuum. This kind of polymerization can be more

adequately described as a rapid step-growth polymerization by polycombination of

difunctional active species. Here reactive species do not add onto monomer; instead,

they react with each other to form a polymer. The radiation polymerization is similar

to plasma polymerization since the primary step in both is ionization of monomcrs.

However, radiation polymerization does not yield polymers in vacuum. The similarity

between plasma polymerization and parylene polymerization is in the formation of

polymer deposits in vacuum and differ in that parylene polymerization does not

involve the ionization process. In short, plasma polymerization can be viewed as a
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hybrid of these two polymerization mechanisms.

Cfiapter2

The overall plasma polymerization mechanism proposed by Yasuda is based on

the rapid Step-growth mechanism [1]. The deposition of a plasma polymer can be

envisaged as occurring by rapid step-growth polymerization (RSGP)

where N represents the number of repetitions of similar reactions. In 1973 Yasuda

and Lamaze pointed out that an elementary reaction product was not immune to

reactivation in plasma polymerization [12]. Therefore the combination of two

monofunctional reactive species, such as a radical or cation (Mm. + M n. --+Mm+n) is

not necessarily a termination step as it is in conventional polymerization. Instead,

plasma polymerization, proceeds via the stepwise fragmentation and recombination of

molecules and/or oligomers to form macromoleculaes [1,13]. In Fig. 2, M, refers to a

neutral species that can be the originalmonomer molecule or any of the dissociation

products, where x = i, j, k, etc. indicates a size difference between species.

cycle I

I ~ M.'+ M
I-- M·-M' (A)

M·· M'-+ M.'
J

---+ MrMj (B)
I I J

t Mj,

~ I1alllll -Mk-Mj 1- + CrD6f1ocyde readOll (C)
IiKcitlli'lll

~.~.
-M

k
, -Mk, + M - 'M~' (D)

-Mk, +eMj ' -- 'MJ{'!VIJ' (E)

CYCle 1I

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the bicyclic rapid step-growth
polymerization mechanism proposed by Yasuda
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The overall reaction cycle of plasma polymerization occurs via two major routes

of rapid step growth. The first route or cycle I is the repeated activation of reaction

products derived from monofunctional activated species. The second route or cycle II

occurs through the formation of bifunctional or multifunctional activated species,

similar to what is found in parylene polymerization. Reactions A and D in Fig.2 are

the same as the first step of propagation by the addition mechanism. Therefore these

reactions require a chemical structure that allows for the addition of M•. Reaction D

is essentially the same as reaction A, with the monofunctional reactant replaced by a

bifunctional reactant. Reaction B is essentially a termination by the recombination

mechanism and reaction C is similar to reaction B, with one of the reactants being

bifunctional. Reaction E is a combination reaction between bifunctional intermediates.

Plasma polymers are formed through any combination of the different routes, as a result

of the RSGP mechanism. Anyway, the chain growth mechanism is absent here. The

reactionbetween a cation and an anion (M+i + M',--. Mi+k) is the only combination of

ionic species that can contribute to the reaction scheme in Fig. 2 as M•. Plasma

polymerization is mainly dominated by free radical chemistry. It seems quite probable

that plasma polymerization proceeds mainly via reactions of neutral species, although

ions do indeed exist in plasma.

2.3 Preparation of Plasma Polymerized Thin Films

In plasma polymerization, plasma of the monomer vapour is generated by employing

d.c., a.c, (50Hz.), radio frequency (MHz) or microwave (GHz) techniques. At

frequencies above IMHz, no direct contact between electrodes and plasma is

necessary. Hence in r.f. plasma polymerization, the energy can be fed to plasma by

inductive or capacitative coupling. Hence r.f. plasma can be initiated and sustained by

external electrodes at a much lower voltage than it is required for maintaining d.c.

glow discharge.

The schematic of the plasma polymerization unit is shown in Fig. 3. The system
eo .

mpnses of an r.f. generator source that uses four 807 RCA tetrode valves.
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To pressure
gauge

Aluminium foil

Sample

To rotary pump

Fig. 3. Schematic of the plasma polymerization unit.

The r.f sourceoscillates in the frequency range 5 - 13Wfz and has an outputpower of ~

35 watts. The deposition chamberis a long glass tube of length35 cm and diameter of3.5

cm. For maintaining plasma the energy is fed to the deposition chamber by capacitative

coupling using aluminium foils. The tube is connected to a rotarypump and is evacuated to

a pressure of 10.2 Torr, The monomer flow in the tube is regulated using a manually

operated needlevalve.

In order to preparethe polymerfilms flat glassslides (5 x 2 cm) are used. Theseglass

substrates are first cleanedin running waterand are immersed in chromic acidfor 1-2 hours
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inorder to remove alkaline impurities. The slides are then washed in distilled water and are

cleaned ultrasonically. The microscopic impurities are striped off by ultrasonic agitation in

water. The glass slides are then dried and placed insidethe deposition chamberin between

the aluminum foil electrodes, which are wrapped around the glass tube and are

capacitatively coupled. First, the chamber is evacuated to a pressure of 10-2 TOlT, keeping

the monomer needle valveclosed. The r.f power is switched on and bluishglow appears in

between the electrodes. The monomer needle valve is opened gradually and a glow

discharge is obtained in between the electrodes by applying a current in the range 60-80

mA. Aftera time interval of 30 minutes to 1 hour,a thin film of the corresponding polymer

is coated on the glass substrate. Three different polymers namelypoly 2,6-dimethylaniline,

poly diethylamine andpolydimethylamine areprepared in the abovedescribed set up.

2.4 FfIR Analysis

Functional groups presentin the plasmapolymerized films can be identified throughFourier

Transform Infrared Analysis (FTIR). New bond formations to any significant degreecan be

determined by this method. Eventhoughthe complex natureof plasmapolymers makes the

precise interpretation of their IR spectra difficult, much useful information concerning the

general nature of polymers can be obtained [1,14]. Before analysing the FTIR spectra of

plasma polymers letus havea briefdiscussion of the method.

FTIR method: In almost all spectrometers the recorded spectrum has a background

fluctuation called noise. In order for the real spectral peak to be well distinguished, the

signal to noiseratio (sin) of atleast 3 or 4 is necessary. In the regions of the electromagnetic

spectrum where sources are weak and detectors are less sensitive it is alwaysadvantageous

to use Fourier Transform Spectroscopy. Another major disadvantage of the conventional

dispersive method of recording a spectrum is its slowness. Here the frequency is swept

smoothly across the whole span of the spectrum by. rotating the monochromator. This

method is vel)' inefficient in somecases. For example, suppose a spectrum with one or two

lines in it is needed. Here we have to sweepfrom one end to the other in order to fmd the

lines, but most of the time is spent recording nothing but the background noise. An FTIR

instrument givesthe same information as a simple infrared spectrophotometer, however, the
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performance of the fanner overweighs with respect to speed. sensitivity and much smaller

requirements of the sample [15].

Fourier Transform Spectroscopy provides almost instantaneous recording of the whole

spectrum with the help of computers [16, 17]. In the IR region FT method is the transfer of

the information from time (t) domain to frequency (v) domain by a mathematical analysis

known as Fourier transformation, which is performed with the help of computers. A

function f{y) in the time domain is related to a function f(x) in the frequency domain by the

relation.

+«>

f(x) ff(y)exp(-ixy)dy
-00

Here f(x) is said to be the Fourier transform of fey). Or the intensity in the frequency

domain is given as

+00

I (v) fI(t)eXp(-ivt)dt
-00

In the frequency domain spectrum intensity variation with frequency is shown while in

time domain spectrum intensity variation with time is shown. All FT spectrometers consist

of an interferometer unit [18, 19]. Michelson's interferometer invented by Albert Abraham

Michelson in 1880 forms the basis for the development of FTIR. The interferometer unit is

for obtaining the time domain spectrum. Performing the Founier transform on this signal

will give the original frequencies and intensities emitted by the source. But this process is

time consuming. The invention of computers and the advances of computers to perform

mathematical operations made FTIR a reality. A great advantage of the FTIR method is that

the radiation of all wavenumbers from the source falls on the detector all the time. This is

called multiplex advantage, which gives a gain of --.In in signal-to-noise ratio for an FTIR

spectrum over the same total time on a dispersive spectnnn [20, 21]. Here n is the number

of resolution elements. Besides multiplex advantage, rapid scanning and constant resolving

power over the entire spectrum are added advantages of the FTIR method over the ordinary

IR method where dispersive measurements are made.

Sampling techniques for FTIR spectroscopy depend on the nature of the sample
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[22, 15]. In the case of liquid samples, the easiest way is to place one drop of sample

between two IR transparent plates of rock salt (NaCI) or potassium bromide. Solid samples

can be milled with KBr to form a very fme powder. This powder is then compressed into a

thin pellet, which can be analyzed .

Analysis of monomer and polymer spectra : In the present work, the FITR spectra of the

monomer samples namely, 2,6-dimethylaniline, diethylamine and dirnethylamine

(stroctures in Fig. 4) and the corresponding polymers are recorded in the range 400cm'l

4000cm'l.

.....CH3 CH3-CHr-N-CH2-CH3

~
2,6-dirnethylaniline Diethylamine

Fig.4.structure of the monomers

--'l... _

Dirnethylarnine

The FTIR spectra of the 2,6 dimethylaniline monomer and polymer are shown in

Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. The introduction oftwo ortho methyl groups into aniline brings

2,6-dimethlaniline. In the monomer spectrum 3078, 3025 and 2965 cm" correspond to the

three ring CH or aromatic CH stretch frequencies corresponding to the three ring CH bonds

of the benzene ring. The frequency at 2965 cm' I is present in the polymer spectrum also,

which implies that the benzene ring is retained in the polymer. The presence of group

frequencies 2925 and 2866 cm" in the polymer spectrum indicates the presence of the

methylene group in the polymer [23, 24]. These are frequencies corresponding to

asymmetric and symmetric stretch of CH2• This implies that the methyl group of the

monomer is changed to methylene group. The most important observation made by

comparing the two spectra is that pertainng to NH stretching frequencies. 2,6

dimethylanilinebeing a primary amine, there are two bands in the monomer spectrum in the

NB stretch region corresponding to asymmetric (3462 cm') and symmetric (3383 ern")

stretch. But in the polymer spectrum only a single frequency (3343 cm") is there. The
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presence ofthis single frequency is characteristic ofa secondary amine, which has only one

NH bond. Hence it can be inferred that NH2 group in the monomer is changed to NH group

in the polymer. Thus the possible linkage is through the hydrogen abstraction of the NH2

group in the monomer. This is the linkage reported for poly aniline [25]. Hence by

comparing the FTIR spectra of monomer and polymer samples of 2,6 dimethylaniline, we

can come to the conclusion that there are two linkages, one of which is from the amino

group and the other from the methyl group. This substantiates the highly branched and cros

linked nature ofthe r.fplasma polymers.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the FTIR spectra ofdiethylamine monomer and polymer samples.

Diethylamine is an aliphatic secondary amine and shows only one NH stretch (3409 cm') in

the monomer spectrum. In the polymer spectrum the broad NH stretch at 3337 cm" rather

than at ;:::; 3400 cm" implies intermolecular hydrogen bonding, as might be expected in a

highly branched polymer [1]. The four peaks within 2800 - 3000 cm' in the monomer

spectrum correspond to CH stretching trequencies of methyl and methylene groups. Of

these 2965 and 2839 cm" are associated with the asymmetric and symmetric stretch of

methyl group while 2919 and 2806 cm' I are those of methylene group. In the polymer

spectrum only two frequencies are there in this region. Or those two frequencies

corresponding to the symmetrical stretching of methyl and methylene groups are absent.

This suggests that the possible linkage has taken place through both methyl and methylene

groups ofdiethylamine.

The FTIR Spectra of the dimethylamine monomer and polymer are shown is Figs. 9

and 10. Being a secondary amine, dirnetylamine also shows only one NH Stretch (3443

cm") in the monomer spectrum. Just as in diethylamine here also in the polymer spectrum

we have the broad NH Stretch at a lower value of 3290 cm" due to the intermolecular

hydrogen bonding expected in a highly branched polymer [I].
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CHAPTER 3

DETERMINATION OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF

R.F. PLASMA POLYMERIZED THIN FILMS USING

PROBE BEAM DEFLECTION METHOD

3.1 Introduction

Development of new and improved materials and their characterization is one of the

most active areas of research in the progress of science and technology. The

conventional thermal characterization techniques include differential scanning

c8Jorimetry, contact transient methods, etc. These techniques are time consuming and

need large sample quantity. In these methods the sample must be in contact with the

detector, producing fluctuations in the thermal field to be measured. This can explain

the thermal data dispersion which appears in the literature. Non-contact tools like

laser flash methods where temperature is measured as a varying function of time are

also used [1-3]. Here IR radiation emitted from the hot sample is detected. Radiation

losses, destructive tendencies of the sample, etc. are some major disadvantages of the

technique.

Meanwhile, a set of highly sensitive non-contact techniques, which are 110n

destructive also are developed and are commonly known as photothermal techniques

[4, 5], as mentioned in chaper 1. These PT techniques are best suited for thermal

characterization of solids, liquids and gases. Thermal diffusivity is an important

parameter which is measured by applying the suitable technique depending upon the

thenno-optical properties and structure of samples. Photoacoustc methods [6-9] and

photothermal beam deflection methods [10-15] are widely used for thermal

diffusiVity measurements. Thermal diffusivity of the plasma polymerized thin films

described in chapter 2 are measured here using a transverse probe beam deflection

experimental setup.
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3.2 Importance of Thermal Diffusivity
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Thermal conduction is a process by which heat is transferred from one part of the

sample to another as a result of the temperature gradient. Both electrons and phonons

are instrumental in transferring energy from one place to another in a solid. Electrons

are primary carriers in metals and these materials have fairly large thermal

conductivities. Heat conduction in insulators can be considered as the diffusion of

phonons from the hot to the cold end. Jean Fourier derived a basic law defining the

one-dimensional propagation of heat in solids as

aQ --kAOf-- -at Ox

This equation is known as the Fourier equation. Here Q is the quantity of heat

conducted, A is the conducting area normal to the flow path, aT is the temperature
Ox

gradient along the path and k is thermal conductivity of the conducting material. The

formal definition of thermal diffusivity arises from the expression for a transient

temperature field in a conducting solid, which is given by

where the thermal diffusivity a is given by u =~
pC

Here 'k' is the thermal conductivity, 'p ' is the density and 'C' is the specific heat of

the material. The thermal diffusivity (a) is expressed in nr's'. It is evident from the

units that, a represents the rate of heat flow.

Thermal diffusivity is an important physical parameter in thin film

characterization. In the case of polymers, knowledge of thermal diffusivity is

required for studying the relation between molecular structures and crucial thermal

properties [16]. Moreover thermal diffusivity or thermal conductivity are often vital

parameters in the applications of polymers [17]. In superconductivity studies,
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lermal diffusivity and conductivity give useful information of electron-phonon

lOupling [18, 19], phonon scattering [20], lattice anisotropy [21-23] and thermal

toundarY resistance at the film-substrate interface of superconducting samples [21,

'22]. Thermal diffusivity can also be used to check the quality of thin films [24].

3.3 Experimental Configurations

As discussed in chapter 1 the photothermal beam deflection (PBD) technique uses

two laser beams, one for heating the sample (pump) and the other to probe the

refractive index gradient produced (probe). According to the alignment of pump and

probe with respect to each other we have collinear PBD and transverse PBD [4]. The

pump and probe are parallel to each other in collinear PBD while they are

perpendicular to each other in transverse PBD. The probe beam can be directed to the

sample surface in two ways. They are the skimming configuration and bouncing

configuration [25-27].

Skimmingconfiguration: In this configuration, the probe beam just grazes the sample

surface. This implies that the probe beam travels at a certain height above the sample

surface, which is determined by the size of the probe beam. The main problem

connected with the skimming configuration is related to the size of the probe beam.

Though the probe beam is focused to a small spot size, it increases at the edge and in

order to avoid probe beam scattering the beam has to travel a distance "z' far from the

surface which is at least z = lAL/n . Here 'A = wavelength of the probe beam and L

=sample size along the probe beam path.

Bouncing configuration: This is also called surface reflection scheme. Here the

probe beam impinges on the sample surface at a certain angle and the deflection of

the reflected beam is noted. The height of the probe beam above the sample surface

is zero. In the bouncing configuration, the probe beam deflection is obtained as a

result of two different mechanisms, the thermal gradient in the areas near to the

heated sample (mirage) and the sample deformation due to thermal expansion. The
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bouncing scheme however cannot be applied to absorbing, rough or non-reflecting

samples where there is no relevant probe reflection.

The effects introduced in both the configurations by the finite size of the heating

beam, finite height of the probe beam above the sample surface, the secondary effects

like finite size of the probe beam, sample temperature, optical misalignment,

diffusivity of the deflecting medium, etc. are discussed in detail by Salazar et al. [25 ].

In the present work in order to measure the deflection, the transverse scan

method is preferred. In this method, the pump beam is fixed to a particular position on

to the sample surface. The probe beam is then scanned across sample surface

perpendicular to the pump beam. Hence the separation between the pump and the

probe beams (transverse offset 'y') is a variable. Thus, the normal and tangential

beam deflection profiles are measured about the center position of the exciting laser

beam.

3.4 Methods of Analysis

As already explained, photothermal beam deflection experiment consists of a pump

source for excitation of the sample, which is modulated using a chopper and a probe

source to probe the refractive index gradient. The deflection of the probe beam is

detected using a position sensitive detector. The vectorial nature of the deflection

implies that the magnitude has two spatial components. The components are referred

to as the normal component <Pn and tangential component <pt [4, 12]. Different

methods are developed by many workers to analyse the amplitude and phase data for

the determination of thermal diffusivity. They are zero crossing [14], multiparamcter

fitting, thermal wave coupling, phase method [28, 29], amplitude method [30, 31],

etc. In the present work the phase and amplitude methods are used.

Phase method: This method utilizes the phase of the tangential component of

deflection signal <Pt. Theoretically,

<Pt = <Po exp [- j (y11t + $) - jcot]
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'Ibis implies that the phase varies linearly with the pump-probe offset 'y'. It is the

ebaracteristic length, which is the distance corresponding to one radian phase shift.

From the slope s of the plot of phase vs. 's: the thermal diffusivity of the sample can

be detennined using the relation

D = 'It fI S2

Direct determination is possible only if the thermal diffusivity of the sample is greater

than that of the coupling medium. On the contrary, if the thermal diffusivity of the

sample is lower than that of the coupling medium, modified phase method must be

applied. In such a case, slope's' is determined for various modulation frequencies 'f

and a graph is plotted between lis and 1I-Vf. The slope of this straight line graph, s',

gives the thermal diffusivity using the relation

Amplitude method: The method developed by Quelin et al. took into account the

linear variation of logarithm of amplitude of the tangential component of the

deflection signal with the pump-probe offset. The three-dimensional thermal

conductivity tensor of a polymer crystal is determined in the front configuration

where the pump and probe runs on the same side of the sample [30]. This is similar to

the Phase method and the thermal diffusivity is obtained from the relation D = 1I:f / S,2

where s' is the slope of graph between In [A t] and 'y'. Further they observed that

only a numerical simulation led to the thermal conductivity coefficient perpendicular

to the sample surface. Hence in order to determine the thermal conductivity

coefficient in the normal direction, they used amplitude of normal component of

deflection in the rear configuration, which means that the pump and probe are running

on either side of the sample [31].

3.5 Transverse PBD Setup

The essential components for the mirage (PBD) setup are: I) pump source 2) probe

source 3) chopper 4) sample cell 5) detection & data acquisition assembly consisting
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of the position sensitive detector (bicell, quadrant cell, etc.), preamplifier and lock-in

amplifier.

I) Pump source: Lasers are used as light sources in photothermal experiments.

Besides the monochromaticty, high spectral brightness, etc., the laser output is highly

collimated with cylindrical beam symmetry. The basic theory of the probe beam

refraction treats the excitation beam as gaussian. The strength or amplitude of the

photothermal signal is directly proportional to the amount of laser light absorbed and

to the laser power. However the high excitation power is found to cause deformation

of the probe beam [30]. In the present work, a He-Ne laser (A,=6328 A, power 20mW)

with geometrical dimensions of length 50 cm and diameter 5 cm is used as the

excitation source. The (1/e2
) beam diameter is .7mm and the divergence is 1.2

milliradians. The beam is focused using a lens of focal length 10 cm and hence the

beam is focused to a spot size of ::::: 110 urn .

2) Probe source: Usually all the traditional setups use He-Ne laser as the probe source.

Since the power required for the probe source in mirage experiment is small, only a

low power semiconductor laser is required. Here a diode laser (A,= 6328 A, SrnW) is

used as the probe beam. The size of the laser is about 7 cm long and 1.5 cm in

diameter and is focused using a lens of focal length 5cm to a spot size of > 52 urn.

The other advantages of using the semiconductor lasers include easy power

stabilization and absence of high frequency pointing noise.

3) Chopper: Light from the excitation source should be modulated for observing the

photothermal signal. The two main types of modulation are amplitude modulation and

frequency modulation of which the former one is the most common technique. The

amplitude modulation can be achieved by mechanical, electrical, electro-optic or

acousto-optic choppers. In the present set up, a mechanical chopper (Stanford Model

SR 540) is used, which is the most inexpensive, efficient and easy way to modulate

with the depth of modulation being 100%. The unit can chop light beam at rates of

4Hz-4 kHz. The whole frequency range operation requires two blades: a 6-slot blade
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kHz·

The modulation frequency has a major role in determining whether the sample is

thennally thick or thermally thin. This is due to the fact that the thermal diffusion

length follows an inverse relation with the square root of modulation frequency. As

mentioned earlier in chapter I, the sample is classified into thermally thick or

thennally thin according to whether the thermal diffusion length is less than or greater

than the thickness of the sample. Hence by controlling the modulation frequency, the

sample can be changed from thermally thick to thermally thin or vice versa.

However, in the mirage measurements for thermal diffusivity, the technique can be

applied irrespective of whether the sample is thermally thin or thermally thick. Only

the analysis of the deflection signal must be made appropriately.

4) Samplecell: The sample cell used is a quartz cuvette of dimensions 1cm x Icm x 5

cm. High purity carbon tetrachloride is used as the coupling fluid surrounding the

sample, mainly due to the high value of dn/dT compared to air. This implies that for

each degree temperature rise there will be considerable change in the refractive index,

which will lead to an appreciable beam deflection. The comparatively low values of

thermal conductivity (k=0.099 Wm·1K') specific heat capacity (C p= 0.85 Jg.1K') and

thermal diffusivity (0.73lx 1O·3cm2s·') also make carbon tetrachloride an ideal

Coupling fluid for thermal diffusivity measurements.

5) Detector & data aquisition assembly: This assembly consists of a position sensitive

detector, a pre-amplifier and a lock-in amplifier.Silicon photodetectors arc commonly

used for light power measurements in wide range of applications such as

spectroscopy, photography, optical remote control, optical switches, analytical

instrumentation, medical imaging, laser printers, bar code readers and many more.

However there is another application that utilizes the photodetectors as optical

Position sensors and hence are referred to as position sensitive detectors (PSD). Under

this head they are widely used in ultra fast accurate auto focusing schemes for a

variety of optical systems, human eye movement monitoring, etc. The position of
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beam with fractions of microns can be obtained using PSDs and hence are

conveniently used in beam deflection or mirage experiments. The PSDs are broadly

classified into segmented PSDs and lateral effect PSDs .

Segmented PSDs are common substrate photodiodes divided into either two or

four segments or photodiode elements separated by a gap or dead region and are

referred to as bicell and quadrant cell respectively. The photodiode elements are

generally masked onto a common substrate so that their cathode is shared. A

symmetrical optical beam generates equal photocurrents on all segments, if positioned

at the centre. The relative position is obtained by measuring the output current of each

segment. The bicell is used for one dimensional measurement where as the quadrant

cell is used for two dimensional measurements. A quadrant cell with segments A, B,

C and D are shown in the figure below. The light spot diameter should be larger than

the gap between the photodiode elements.

Lateral effect PSDs are continuous single element

planar diffused photodiodes with no gaps or dead areas.

In the present work a bicell (SPOT 2D from M/S UDT

~
~

Sensors Inc.) is used as the position sensitive detector for the probe beam deflection

measurements. The important features of this bicell include high accuracy, excellent

resolution, high-speed response, ultra low dark current and excellent response match.

They have fast response times necessary for high speed or pulsed operation and

position resolutions of better than 0.1 urn.

A pre-amplifier is used to obtain the amplified output since the deflection signal

is usually small. The block diagram of the pre-amplifier circuit used in the present set

up is as shown in Fig. 1. Giving common signal from a function generator to the two

different inputs initially tests the pre-amplifier and it is ensured that the output is zero.

Furthermore, two different inputs are fed to obtain the same result as expected

theoretically.
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!, The output of the pre-amplifier is fed to a lock-in amplifier for detection. The

lock-in amplifier is used to detect and measure very small a.c signals using a

technique known as phase-sensitive detection in order to single out the component of

the signal at a specific reference frequency and phase. The signals at other frequencies

regarded as noise are rejected and do not affect the measurement. Lock-in amplifiers

use a phase locked loop (PLL) to generate the reference signal. The PLL locks the

internal reference oscillator to the external reference signal provided to the lock-in

amplifier resulting in a reference sine wave of a particular frequency and a fixed

phase shift. In the present work, SR830 (Stanford Research Model) is used. The SR

830 operates from 100 V, 120 V, 220 V or 240 V nominal a.c. power source having

line frequency 50 Hz or 60Hz and can measure voltage from 2 nV to 1 V.

Output from
bicell ,...------,

OpAmp

Op Amp

Output

OpAmp

Output from
bicell

Fig. I. Block diagram of the pre-amplifier
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Schematic of the n~rimentaI5(,tup: The schematic of the experimental setup used for

the measurement of thermal diffusivity is as shown in Fig. 2. A photograph of the

same is shown in Fig. 3. In the present work. the transverse scan method is employed.

The measurements are performed by varying the distance between the pump and

probe beams. This is achieved by fixing the pump beam and scanning the probe beam

across the sample surface, since our pump source is bulky compared to the probe

source. In trad itional mirage experimental set ups, usually the probe beam is fixed and

the pump beam scans across the sample surface with the help of a mirror

arrangement. This is because probe beamscanning requires a synchronous movement

G

Fig . 2 .Schematic diagram of the experimental setup
A:He·Ne laser, B:Mechanical chopper, C: Lens, D:Sample cell,

E:Diode laser, F:Lens, G: Amplifier, H: Bicell detector, and
I: Lock-in amplifier.
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of the lens focusing the probe beam and the detector, which makes the system

complex, especially when the probe source is bulky. Here since the probe laser is of

small size that, it together with the focusing lens and detector could be fixed on an

aluminiwn flat of length 30 cm and width lcm, which in turn is fixed onto an XYZ

translation stage. so that all the three move in synchrony. The sample placed in the

cuvette is also fixed on a translation stage. The pump laser and these two translation

stages are fixed on an optical breadboard witb honeycomb structure, placed on a

granite table so as to minimize the errors due to mechanical vibrations. The

experimental setup is standardized for thermal diffusiv ity using lnP wafer [32 ].

Fig. 3. Photograph of PS O experimental setup
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3.6 Therma Diffusivity of Plasma Polymerized Thin Films

As mentioned in Chapter 2 plasma polymerized thin films find innumerable

applications ranging from corrosion free adhesive coating materials to sensor

technology and microelectronics [33-38]. The thermal diffusivity (and hence

conductivity) is an equally important parameter like electrical conductivity, which is

to be known for effectively applying these materials for different purposes. The

thermal conduction parameters of polymers are very low that the determination is

really challenging and the sample being in thin film form adds to the difficulty. By

employing the photothermal beam deflection setup described in section 3.5 the

thermal diffusivity values of the three r.f plasma polymerized thin films namely, poly

2,6-dimethylaniline, poly diethylamine and poly dimethylamine are determined. We

have used the phase method and amplitude method for analysis.The measurements

were performed at two different modulation frequencies for each sample. Here carbon

tetrachloride is used as the coupling medium. Figs. 4-15 show plots between

In(amplitude) versus offset and phase versus offset. All the graphs are linear as

expected. The slopes evaluated from these graphs are the inverse of the characteristic

length and thermal diffusivity values obtained from the slopes are tabulated in Table 1.
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Table 1

Thennal diffusivity values obtained for the three samples

Sample Method of Analysis Frequency Thermal Diffusivity

(Hz) (10.2 cm' S·I)

Phase Method 8 .365 ± .016

Poly 2,6- 12 .391 ± .020

dimethylaniline

Amplitude Method 8 .343 ± .018

12 .312±.019

Phase Method 8 .374 ± .010

Poly 10 .384 ± .010

diethylamine

Amplitude method 8 .319 ± .007

10 .327 ± .006

Phase Method 4 .187 ± .012

Poly

dimethylamine 6 .166±.Oll

Amplitude Method 4 .155±.006

6 .156±.005
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Two basic factors that need to be considered in the photothermal beam

deflection technique are the effects of coupling media and substrate on which the

samples are coated. If there were any contribution from the coupling media, then the

thermal diffusivity value calculated would have been different for different

modulation frequencies [28]. The contribution from the coupling fluid to the

photothermal signal becomes dominant in the skimming configuration only when the

thermal diffusivity of the coupling fluid is greater than that of the sample. In the

present work, although the thermal diffusivity of the samples under study are low, the

carbon tetrachloride (Dc c l4 - 0.731 X 10,3 crrr's") which is used as the coupling

medium in our measurements has still a lower thermal diffusivity value. In

conclusion, in our measurements, the thermal properties of the coupling medium do

not influence the photothermal measurements. However, in the present work, the

samples are coated onto a glass substrate, which is perfectly non-absorbing at the

pump beam wavelength. Hence the effect of substrate on the photothermal

measurements can also be neglected [39).

While dealing with the polymer samples, another important factor to be dealt

with is the effect of the temperature rise on the expansion of the samples. However,

the temperature rise in the heated area is estimated to be approximately I degree,

which can cause a surface deformation of only < lnm. This expansion can affect the

photothermal measurements only when the bouncing configuration is employed. In

the present work skimming configuration is used where the probe beam skims the

sample surface and the height of the probe beam above the sample surface is limited

by the spot size of the probe beam. Due to the large spot size of the probe beam

compared to the surface deformation, any error in the photothermal measurements

caused by the thermal expansion ofpolymers also is completely eliminated.

In conclusion, the thermal diffusivity values of r.f plasma polymerized thin

films of poly 2, 6-dimethylaniline, poly diethylamine and poly dimethylamine are

determined. The values obtained for all the samples lie in the same order as those of

polymer thin film samples [40,41).
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CHAPTER 4

NEAR IR VIBRATIONAL OVERTONE SPECTROSCOPY

4.1 Introduction

Spectroscopy deals with the measurement and interpretation of the interaction of

electromagnetic radiation with matter [1-8]. The interaction can be absorption or

emission of radiant energy, when atoms or molecules of matter move from one

energy level to another. Spectroscopic methods are used routinely by chemists and

physicists to provide information about the nature of chemical substances [9]. The

scope and power of spectroscopic techniques have been increased substantially in

recent years by major advances in instrumentation.

The part of the spectrum located between the mid-infrared and visible region is

the near infrared (NIR) spectrum. Over the last few years, near infrared spectroscopy

has rapidly developed into an important and extremely useful method of analysis and

much exciting progress has brought it to the attention of spectroscopists in various

fields. The growing interest in near infrared spectroscopy has arisen from

improvements in instrumentation and in data analysis as well as from the introduction

of optical fibres allowing delivery and transfer of NIR energy and information. The

NIR region which covers the range between approximately 12,800 and 4,000 cm'

(0.780-2.5 urn), contains absorption bands corresponding to overtones and

combinations of fundamental C-H, O-H and N-H vibrations. An NIR spectrum is

expected to be much simpler than a conventional mid-IR (4000-400 cm') spectrum.

As the overtones and combination bands are much weaker than the fundamental

absorption bands (usually by a factor of 10 to 100), NIR spectroscopy allows the

analysis of samples up to several millimeters thick [10, 11].

Among the advantages offered by NIR spectroscopy, the speed, the simplicity of

sample preparation and the non-destructive nature of the technique should be

mentioned. One of the strengths of the NIR technology is that it allows several

constituents to be measured concurrently. In addition, for each fundamental vibration
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there exists a corresponding series of overtone and combination bands with each

successive overtone band approximately an order of magnitude less intense than the

preceding one. This provides a built-in dilution series which allows several choices of

absorptions of different intensities containing the same chemical information. The

greatest disadvantage of NIR is probably its weak sensitivity to minor constituents.

NIR spectroscopy has proved to be a powerful tool for research in agriculture, food,

pharmaceutical, chemical, polymer and petroleum industries. An NIR spectrum

cannot be interpreted in such a straightforward manner as a mid-IR spectrum.

Effectively, mid-IR spectra exhibit sharp and narrow peaks essentially related to

fundamental modes, while NIR spectra often contain broad bands which are the result

of many individual overlapped peaks. Additionally, the presence of Fermi resonances

can also increase the complexity of the NIR spectra. Therefore, many band

assignments can only be tentative or unresolved which limits the usefulness of the

NIR region. Fortunately, the emergence of-statistical methods has allowed qualitative

and quantitative information to be obtained from complex NIRspectra [12, 13]. Since

the introduction of these statistical analyses, the development of various mathematical

techniques and the wide availability of software have contributed to the tremendous

expansion and to the current state of popularity ofNIR spectroscopy.

4.2 Infrared Spectroscopy

Of the different types of energies a molecule possesses, the vibration of its atoms with

respect to each other has the next larger energy level spacing after the rotation of

molecules. The atoms in molecule do not remain in fixed relative positions, but

vibrate about their mean position, ie. they execute different types of vibrational

motion. The energy of most of these molecular vibrations is quantized and

corresponds to that of the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. When

infrared radiation of the same frequency is allowed to fall on the molecule the system

absorbs energy, causing the excitation of the molecule to higher vibrational levels.

When a molecule absorbs radiation, its energy increases in proportion to the energy of

the photon, and can be expressed as
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,:lE = h v
he

A.
(1)

where, h is Planek's constant, v the frequency of radiation, A. the wavelength of

radiation and c the velocity of light. Considering molecule as an assembly of nearly

independent structural units, one could consider IR spectrum of a molecule as a

combination of sets of bands associated with the different groups. The absorption of

IR radiation (quanti sed) causes the various bonds in a molecule to stretch and bend

with respect to one another.

Once the vibrational frequencies are obtained, valuable information regarding

molecular structure, symmetry, bond strength, inter and intramolecular interactions,

etc. can be derived. There are two types of spectroscopy that involve vibrational

transitions - Infrared Spectroscopy and Raman Spectroscopy. A mode of vibration of

molecules will be infrared active if dipole moment changes during the vibration. On

the other hand a mode of vibration will be Raman active if polarizability changes

during the corresponding vibration [3, 8]. Infrared spectroscopy gives considerable

information on the structural features and provides fingerprints of molecules. The IR

region of the electromagnetic spectrum is considered to cover the range from 50 to

12,800 ern" approximately. It is subdivided into near infrared (12,800 - 4000 ern"),

middle infrared (4000 - 400 cm') and far infrared (400 - 50 cm') regions. The

middle IR is the region most commonly employed for standard laboratory

investigations as it covers most of the vibrational transitions. The far IR is also

important when we deal with solid samples.

The infrared spectrum of a molecule consists of two major regions, the group

frequency region and finger print region. Group frequencies are vibrations that are

associated with certain structural units such as -CH), -NH2, -OH, etc. and appear

fairly at constant regions in the spectrum. The region 900 - 1450cm-1 is very rich in

absorption bands and contains mainly bending and certain stretching vibrations. A

molecular or structural moiety may often be identified by the assignments of the

bands in this region. Though molecules having similar groups show very similar
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(2)

spectra outside this region, they show bands typical of the molecule in this region.

Hence the name finger print region. The factors affecting group vibrations are

(l) Internal factors involving changes in atomic mass, vibrational coupling resonance

field effects, hydrogen bonding, etc.

(2) External factors involving physical state (gas, liquid, solid, solution, solvent and

concentration) and temperature. Often one factor is isolated from the rest, so that its

influence upon one particular group frequency can be studied along with intensities.

4.3 Vibrational Energy of a Diatomic Molecule

At ordinary temperatures, organic molecules are in a constant state of vibration, each

bond having its characteristic stretching and bending frequency, and being capable of

absorbing light of that frequency. The vibrations of atoms joined together by a

chemical bond can be likened to the vibrationsof two balls joined by a spring. Using

this analogy, we can rationalise several features of infrared spectra.

4.3.1 The Simple harmonic oscillator

Consider the vibrations of a system of two masses m, and m, connected by a spring.

If the spring is compressed and released, the system executes simple harmonic motion

with fundamental frequency COosc of the harmonic oscillator with masses replaced by

the reduced mass Il of the system .

"'~, ~ 2~ l Hz

where k is the force constant and

f.! m, m, Im,+m2 (3)

Quantum mechanically, the vibrational energy of such a harmonic system is given by

I
(v +- ) hcoosc joules

2
(4)

where v = 0, 1,2... is the vibrational quantum number. Expressing energy in cm -I,

we get
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(5)

where (Oose is the frequency in cm -1 • These energy levels are equally spaced and the

energy of the lowest state (v = 0) is given by

- 1 - -I (6)eO - 2' (Oose cm

is called the zero point energy. That is, the vibrational energy is not zero even at the

lowest vibrational level. The selection rules which state which transitions are active or

allowed can be deduced from the examination of the transition moment given by the

expression

Pv'-+v" (7)

where 'JIv' and 'JIV" are the wave functions of the v'and v" states (the * indicates the

complex conjugate of 'JI v') and £ is the dipole moment which may be expressed as a

linear function ofx for small displacements about the equilibrium configuration.

(8)

where EO is the dipole moment at the equilibrium internuclear distance. The transition

moment for the transition v"-+ v' may be calculated by substitution of the appropriate

wave functions and dipole moment [equation (8)] into equation (7). Transitions are

allowed for a non-zero value of the transition moment. This occurs if the vibration is

accompanied by a dipole moment change which implies that only heteronuclear

diatomic molecules will exhibit vibrational spectral transition. In the quantum

mechanical harmonic oscillator, a further restriction concerns the vibrational quantum

number which can change only by one unit, ie. L1v = ±l. Therefore, transitions are

allowed only if (~:) "* o.

From the Boltzmann distribution, most molecules at room temperature exist in

the ground vibrational level v = 0 and consequently the allowed transition
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v = 0 ~ v = 1, called fundamental transition, dominates the infrared absorption

spectrum. This transition is responsible for most of the infrared absorptions of interest

to a chemical spectroscopist.

The other allowed transitions such as v = 1 ~ v = 2, v = 2 4 V = 3, etc.

originate from vibrationally excited levels (v "# 0). The corresponding bands are much

weaker than the fundamental absorption band. Their designation as "hot bands"

comes from the fact that the excited levels have a relatively low population and

increasing temperature will increase this population and thus, the intensity of the

bands. For the harmonic oscillator, the transitions giving rise to the hot bands have

the same frequency as that of the fundamental transition. Applying the selection rule

~v = ± 1 we get,

1 _ 1 _
E v-+ v+1 = (v +1+-) (Oose - (v +- ) (Oose

22_
- -I
(Oose cm (9)

Thus the transition between any two neighboring states will give rise to the same

energy change and the wave number of the spectral line is given by

Vspcctroscopic = e v- v+1 = wuse cm -I (10)

Thus the vibrating molecule will absorb energy only from the radiation with which it

can coherently interact and this must be radiation of its own oscillation frequency.

But real molecules do not obey exactly the laws of simple harmonic motion since the

molecular vibrations are anharmonic.

4.3.2 Anharmonicity

Two experimental observations give evidence that molecules are not ideal oscillators.

First, the hot bands do not have exactly the same frequency as the fundamental band,

which comes from the fact that the vibrational energy levels are no longer equally

spaced. Second, overtones transitions such as v = 0 to v = 2, 3, 4, etc. are allowed.

This deviation from harmonic behaviour may be expressed by two effects [11, 14].
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The first effect called mechanical anharmonicity, arises from the effect of cubic and

higher terms in the potential-energy expression

v k'«k (I] )

The above expression is used in the Schrodinger equation to deduce the energy levels

of the allowed states of the anharmonic oscillator. The solution is obtained by an

approximation or perturbation method and leads to energy levels (in cm') as

described in section 4.3.3.

The second effect called electrical anharmonicity is responsible for the

appearance in the infrared spectra of overtones corresponding to transitions between

energy levels differing by two or three vibrational quantum number units (Av = + 2, +

3....). The electrical anharmonicity arises from the effect of square and higher terms in

the dipole-moment expression

e e + (de)x +~(d2eJx2+" .....
o dx 2 dx 2 (12)

As it can be seen in the following section 4.3.3 for the anharmonic oscillator, the

frequencies of the overtone absorptions are not exactly 2, 3, ... times that of the

fundamental absorption. On the other hand, on account of the mechanical

anharmonicity, the frequency of the hot bands is less than that of the fundamental

transition.

Deviation from the harmonic approximation is generally referred to as

anharmonicity. Anharmonicity then must account for the fact that at large internuclear

distances the vibrational potential varies more slowly than quadratically with distance

and eventually becomes constant at the dissociation energy of the oscillator. The

effects of anhannonicity will be to reflect this change in potential and, as a result, to

destroy the purely Hermite polynominal character of the vibrational wave functions.

The physical manifestations of anharmonicity are that transitions, forbidden in a
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purely harmonic approximation, become allowed to some extent. Also, dissociation

and chemical reactions involving bond breaking become possible.

4.3.3 The Anharmonic oscillator

Real bonds, although elastic, are not so homogenous as to obey Hooke's law. If the

bond between atoms is stretched, for instance, there comes a point at which it will

break and the molecule dissociates into atoms [3). In diatomic molecules, the actual

potential energy curve is not of simple harmonic type but is generally modelled by the

Morse function [15]. Morse potential is given by

U=De[ l-exp{a(req-r)}f (13)

where De is the dissociation energy, 'a' is a constant for the given molecule and req is

the internuclear distance at the minimum energy. This potential energy function is

called the Morse function. Fig. 4.1 shows the shape of the energy curve for a typical

diatomic molecule, together with the ideal, simple harmonic parabola (dashed). With

the potential in the above equation, the Schrodinger equation of an anharmonic

oscillator gives the allowed vibrational energy eigen values as

( 1)2 _ ( 1)3 -- v+- XeWe+ v+- y We
2 2 e

(14)

Here we is the oscillation frequency of the anharmonic system in ern", x, and Ye are

anharmonicity constants which are very small and positive for band stretching

vibrations.Retaining the first anharmonic term, we get

( 15)

As x, is positive, the effect of anharmonicity is to crowd more closely the vibrational

levels. These energy levels are shown in Fig. 4.2. With increasing value of v the

separations of adjacent levels decreases and become zero at the limit of dissociation.

The exact zero point energy is obtained by substituting v = 0 in equation (11). Thus

we get
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(16)

The spectroscopic dissociation energy De is the sum of the chemical dissociation

energy Doand the zero point energy C'
o

Rewriting equation (11)

(17)

and equating this to equation (5) of simple harmonic oscillator we get

(18)

Thus the anharmonic oscillator behaves like the harmonic oscillator but with an

Oscillation frequency that decreases with increasing v. If we set v = - 1'2 , then s, = 0
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and me = Wooe .Therefore me is considered as the (hypothetical) equilibrium oscillation

frequency of the anhannonic system. The selection rules for the anhannonic oscillator

are found to be tJ.v =±l, ± 2, ±3, etc. But due to intensity considerations we will

restrict ourselves to the following three transitions.

1. v = O--+v = 1,.'lv = +1, with considerable intensity.

(1 1)_ (1 1)2- {1_ (1)2 -}= +- m -x +- m - -m - - x m
2 e e 2 e 2 e 2 ee

2. v = O--+v = 2, .'lv = +2, with small intensity.

tJ.E = (2 + !)ro -x (2 + !)2 ro - {! ffi - (!)2 X ID }
2 e e 2 e 2 e 2 ee

3. v = O--+v = 3, .'lv = +3, with normally negligible intensity.

tJ.e=(3+!)ro -x (3+!)2 m -{!m _(!)2 X m}
2 e e 2 e 2 e 2 ee

(19)

(20)

(21)

These three transitions are shown in Fig. 4.2. To a good approximation, since

xe:,:;O.Ol, the three spectral lines lie very close to roe' 2me, and 3me . The line near

roe is called the fundamental absorption, while those near 2roe and 3roe are called

the first and second overtones, respectively.
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Fig. 4,2. Vibrational energy levels, associated transitions and spectrum

for a diatomic molecule undergoing anharmonic oscillations

4.4 Normal Modes of Vibration of Polyatomic Molecules

The standard treatment for the problem of the vibrational motion of a polyatomic

Jnolecule begins with the assumption that the vibrational amplitudes are infinitesimal,

which implies that the potential energy is a purely quadratic function of the

Vibrational coordinates [2, 16]. Then the problem can be reduced to that of a set of

uncoupled oscillators, which is elementary. The total vibrational energy equals the
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sum of the energies of the simple harmonic oscillations or normal modes. The

concept of a normal mode plays an important part in vibrational theory whether for

molecules, musical instruments or engineering structures. A molecule containing N

atoms will have (3N-6) vibrational degrees of freedom (3N-5 for linear molecules).

The number of vibrational degrees of freedom gives the number of fundamental

vibrational frequencies of the molecule or the number of different "normal" modes of

vibration. A normal mode of vibration of a given molecule corresponds to internal

atomic motions in which all atoms move in phase with the same frequency but with

different amplitudes. Each normal mode of vibration is equivalent to a quantum

mechanical harmonic oscillator with characteristic frequency. During a normal

vibration, the center of gravity of the molecule remains unchanged. Any general

vibrational motion of a molecule can be considered as a superposition of (3N-6)/(3N

5) normal modes of vibrations.

The vibrating polyatomic molecule may be considered, in a good approximation,

as a superposition of (3N - 6) simple harmonic motions. The vibrational energy of the

molecule would be given by

~ro. (v.+~)
ill 2

(22)

Here wi are the vibrational frequencies measured in cm' units and v., V2, V3. etc.

are the vibrational quantum numbers corresponding to the normal vibrations. Taking

into account the anharmonicity terms (higher than quadratic terms, cubic, quartic...)

leads to a vibrational energy which is no longer a sum of independent terms

corresponding to the different normal vibrations but contains cross terms containing

the vibrational quantum numbers of two or more normal vibrations. In the general

case of polyatomic molecules (without degenerate vibrations) the solution of the

Schrodinger equation gives the vibrational term values

'" G( '" - I I Iz: v . ) = z: ro (v. +- )+ LX..(v. +- )(v .+- )
i 1 i<j I 1 2 i<j IJ 1 2 J 2

(23)
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where w; are the fundamental vibration wave numbers for infinitely small

displacements from the equilibrium configuration. The Xij are anharmonic

constants.

4.5 Features of NIR Spectra of Polyatomic Molecules

4.5.10vertones and combination frequencies

Overtones and combination bands are the heart of NIR spectroscopy and the key

quantity which determines the occurrence and the spectral properties (frequency,

intensity) of the NIR bands is anharmonicity. When the restriction to simple harmonic

motion is lifted we have again, as in the case of diatomic molecule the possibility of

first, second, etc. overtones occurring at frequencies near 2uI, 3u" ... ,2U2, 3U2, ... ,2U3,

3U3, etc. where each u, is a fundamental mode [3]. The intensities fall of rapidly.

However, in addition, the selection rules permit combination bands and difference

bands also. The former arises simply from the addition of two or more fundamental

frequencies or overtones. Such combinations as 1»)+ 1)2, 2\.),+ U2, u,+ U2 + U3. etc.,

become allowed, although their intensities are normally very small. Similarly the

difference bands, for example, Ul- 1)2, 2u,- U2, U)+ 1)2 - 1)3, etc. have small intensities

but are often to be found in a complex spectrum. Symmetry considerations may

restrict the number of allowed transitions. On the other hand, all normal vibrations arc

infrared active in unsymmctrical molecules.

4.5.2 Fermi resonance

The intensities of overtones or combination bands may sometimes be considerably

enhanced by a resonance phenomenon. Such a resonance may occur between an

Overtone or a combination band which happens to have the same symmetry and

nearly the same frequency as that of a fundamental vibration. This accidental

degeneracy called Fermi resonance leads to two relatively strong bands of about the

Same intensity rather than one strong band for the fundamental. Here the overtone has

gained intensity at the expense of the fundamental. The two bands are observed at

somewhat higher and lower frequencies than the expected unperturbed positions of
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the fundamental and overtone (or combination). Here the two close molecular

vibrational frequencies, a fundamental and an overtone or a combination frequency,

resonate and exchange energy - the phenomenon being known as Fermi resonance

[I, 2, 16].

4.5.3 Darling-Dennison resonance

A rather less common resonance occurring between close-lying vibrational energy

levels of the same symmetry is Darling-Dennison resonance [17-19]. This is most

likely to be encountered when the first overtones of two different vibrations, having

different symmetries, are of similar energies. This type of resonance occurs in water.

H20 is a non-linear symmetrical molecule exhibiting three normal modes of

vibration: v)(symmetrical stretch at 3657 cm'), V2 (bending vibration at 1595 cm')

and V3 (antisymmetric stretch at 3756 cm'). The two stretching modes VI and V3 have

similar wavenumbers but belong to different.symmetry species and therefore cannot

interact directly. However the symmetries of their first overtone levels (v = 2 of VI

and v =2 of V3) are the same .These levels are expected to be fairly close together,

giving rise to a Darling-Dennison resonance. In a similar way to a Fermi resonance,

the effect is to push up in energy the higher of the two levels and to push down the

lower.

4.6 Local Mode Model

The conventional normal mode description of molecular vibrations, which is

generally used in the frequency region characteristic of the fundamental vibrations

and low quanta overtone and combination modes is inefficient at high vibrational

energies. An alternative approach involving the concept of 'local' vibrational modes

has been applied to bond stretching vibrations involving only hydrogen or deuterium

stretching modes. Bonds with the highest anharmonicity are those involving

hydrogen, the lightest of atoms. These bonds, which vibrate at high energy and with

large amplitude when undergoing stretching motion, carry the most intensity. The

main idea of the local mode model is to treat a molecule as if it was made up of a set

of equivalent diatomic oscillators and the reason for local mode behaviour at high
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energy may be understood as follows. As the stretching vibrations become more

highly excited, the anharmonicity (X = xewe) term which increases as v2
, tends to

dominate the effect of the interbond coupling which is only v dependent, giving rise

to uncoupled vibrations and thus local mode behaviour [11]. The cause of this

decoupling is the strong bond anharmonicity which can in certain cases quench any

interbond coupling term. Experimentally, it is found that a switch from normal to

local mode character occurs for high energy transitions corresponding to Av ;::. 3. The

important parameter which gives rise to "near-normal" or "near-local" behaviour is

the ratio of coupling strength to bond anharmonicity.

For the description of higher excited vibrational levels, the local mode model

(LM) introduced by Henry and Siebrand is used [14,20-22]. In their attempt to model

nonradiative electronic transition in polyatomic molecules they found a semi

quantitative agreement between the anharmonicity parameter in the Franck-Condon

factors and the known anharmonicity of the CH molecule. This led the authors to find

the relation between the CH anharmonicity constant in the CH molecule and that in a

hydrocarbon molecule. The local mode is the outcome of these investigations.

Very large vibrational amplitudes correspond to dissociation. In diatomic

molecules, there is a clear-cut relation between the anharmonicity constant X and the

dissociation energy D. When Morse potential is the actual vibrational potential, the

relation takes the following form

X (24)

If we continually pump energy into the vibrational motions of a molecule,

dissociation will be produced, which is a distinctly nonharmonic phenomenon.

Moreover, intuition suggests that the molecule will follow low-energy pathways to

dissociation. These pathways are unlikely to be those along normal coordinates.

Consider, for example, the CH stretching motions of benzene. Dissociation along the

normal coordinates Qi associated with the totally symmetric stretching mode requires
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the simultaneous breaking of all six CH bonds, a prohibitively high-energy process.

The rupture of one or two CH bonds is more likely.

In polyatomic molecules the relation between normal mode anharmonicity

constants XKL, bond dissociation energies Dj and normal mode dissociation energies

Dk, is not obvious. For those normal modes in which the vibrational energy is evenly

distributed among a number of equivalent chemical bonds, the dissociation energy D,

refers to the sum of all bond energies D; so that D, = LD j • This implies a large value

of D, and thus a small value of the diagonal normal mode anharmonicity constant Xkk.

.As mentioned earlier the physically important dissociation is the rupture of a single

chemical bond. The vibration associated with this rupture is not a normal mode but it

is termed as a local mode. Its dissociation energy is much smaller than the normal

mode dissociation energy; D,« D, so that the corresponding anharmonicity constant

X, will be much larger than Xn. In other words for high vibrational quantum levels,

the vibrational energy becomes increasingly more diagonal in a local mode

representation than in a normal mode representation, so that the molecule oscillates

in a pattern close to a local mode rather than a normal mode.

A familiar example of a local mode oscillator is a bond vibration with a

frequency so disparate from others in the molecule that it is effectively uncoupled

from other degrees of freedom, such as X-H stretching modes where X = C, N, 0,

etc.[23]. The principal bands in the spectra correspond to excitation of X-H stretching

motion with all of the energy localized in a single X-H stretching oscillator. In the

local mode representation the energy of the oscillator can be described [24, 25] by

E=Eo+ Lv.m. + LLc..m.. + LLV. v .X..
1· 1 1 1J 1J .. 1 J 1J

i;;::j 1;;::)

(25)

where v, and (J)j are the vibrational quantum number and the harmonic frequency

associated with local mode i. The Xij correspond to local mode anharmonicity

constants and the mjj arc the harmonic coupling terms. If we are dealing with nearly

degenerate oscillators, like a molecular set of CH stretching oscillators, then (J)iJ are
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small and can be neglected. When a single local oscillator is excited from the

vibrational ground state ( v = 0) to the vibrational state v, then the transition energy of

the local mode overtone is given by ElIis [26, 27J, by employing the Morse oscillator

wave functions, as

.M: O--+v = A v + B v2 (26)

A plot of D.E/v versus v will yield A, the local mode frequency as the intercept and B,

the local mode diagonal anharmonicity as the slope. Here A - B gives the mechanical

frequency XI of the oscillator and B = X 2 is the anharmonicity of the bond. Here XI

and X2. are the spectroscopic parameters we and xewerespectively. The local mode

parameters XI and X2 vary for non-equivalent X-H bonds and are sensitive to the

inter and intra molecular environment of the X-H oscillator.

The local mode model has been widely used for the interpretation of overtone

spectra of a wide variety of molecules [28-39], which will be discussed briefly in

section 4.8. After the observations on a number of molecular systems Henry and co

workers have proposed the following empirical rules related to overtone spectra.

1. Local mode overtones involving high frequency oscillators are most intense but

fall off rapidly in intensity with increasing vibrational quantum number.

2. Local-local and local-normal combinations occur generally with much less

intensity than pure local mode overtones.

3. Combination bands fall off more quickly in intensity than do the pure overtones

with increase in quantum number.

4.7 Quantum Mechanical Description ofLM Model

SWofford et a1. [40] gave a quantum mechanical description of the one-dimensional

appearance of CH overtone spectra with particular application to benzene. They

assumed that the vibrational Hamiltonian operator H for the (3N-6) molecular space

is divided into a subspace of dimension S having coordinates RI,....... Rs within
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1\
which H is partitionable to one-dimensional Hamiltonians, and the remaining space

S' = (3N-6-S) is unpartitionable. We then write

1\ S /\ /\

H=IHj +Hs'
j=l

.1\12 ()with Hj=-g··p· + V· R'
2 JJ J J J

(27)

(28)

Hs is the Hamiltonian for the unpartitionable space. P, are conjugate to R,.. The gjj

are the diagonal elements of the g matrix for the S coordinate system. For separability

not only the S dimensional block in g matrix be diagonal but the variation of Igl with

respect to RI' ....Rs also be negligible.

Once the Hamiltonian is partitioned the k" molecular eigen stateI'V k) IS

characterized by a set of quantum numbers vj(k)each belonging to a subspace.

with

and

1\
HI'Vk)=Ek !'Vk)

l'Vk) =D/4>v/k)) U=1..··S,S')
.I

Hjl4>v/k)) = E Vj (ki4>v/k))

(29)

(30)

(31)

The energy of the klh state is given by

Any operator 0 which can be partitioned in the same subspace such that

(32)

o = "O.(R.)L.-i J .I
(33)

then (\jJ k101 \fJ I) ;to0 is possible only when vik) = Vj(l) for all j but one. Thus if the

electric dipole moment operator ( belongs to the class of operators like 6) is
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separable in the same subspace as the Hamiltonian then electric dipole transitions

which couple the ground state (all Vj=O) and excited states containing excitations (Vj *

0) in more than one coordinate of the partitioned space are forbidden. That is electric

dipole moment operator couples ground state with only one of the coordinate in the

excited state. Thus light incident on an unexcited state leads to excited states in only

one local mode at a time. Thus the LM predicts a unique single state excitation at all

v. The workers verified that, in the case of benzene, the spectroscopic energies of

these single state excitations are given by equation (26). In a later study, these authors

further demonstrated the validity of the local mode model by comparing the fifth

overtone band of benzene and benzene-d. . No significant difference in band shape or

peak energy are observed for the two molecules in contrast to the predictions of the

strongly coupled normal mode model. On the other hand, LM model predicts a

similarity in the two spectra as observed experimentally.

4.8 Applications of Overtone Spectroscopy and Local Mode Model

Overtone spectroscopy and local mode model provide a valuable probe of molecular

structure and conformation [41]. The model of local modes is used for the

spectroscopic assignment and interpretation, an essential first step towards

understanding the nature of vibrationaIly excited molecular motions. The most

prominent bands in the near infrared are overtones and combination tones of O-H,

N-H, C-H and S-H stretching vibrations and stretching-bending combinations [42].

Numerous cases of Fermi and higher anharmonic resonances occur in this region. The

knowledge of the frequencies of such overtones and combination tones is necessary to

determine anharmonicity and anharmonic coupling constants which might make

possible to gain knowledge of the potential functions ruling these vibrations.

The most important application of overtone spectroscopy is the characterization

of CH bonds in organic compounds. The CH stretching overtone spectra are

characterized by one peak for each of the non-equivalent oscillators in a molecule and

can be interpreted within the local mode model of molecular vibrations [33]. The

infrared spectral study of vibrational fundamentals generally does not give
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information on the influence of environment on a particular CH oscillator. There are a

number of additional advantages for overtone spectral studies. First is the practical

reason that one can avoid dependence on deuterated samples, which are often not

readily available and also difficult to prepare. The overtone bands are quite well

resolved even for very similar oscillators. Second, the CH stretching parameters

obtained from fitting a number of sequential overtones for each local mode oscillator

promise higher precision than single measurements in the infrared. Finally the

overtone spectra also gives the anhannonicity values of the local mode oscillators,

which determine the shape of the corresponding potential curves, whereas the infrared

fundamentals of deuterated samples give only the frequencies of isolated CH bonds.

The local mode parameters X, and Xl are characteristics of the particular CH

oscillator and thus give rise to distinct absorption peaks corresponding to the distinct

non-equivalent CH oscillators in the molecule. The non-equivalence of CH oscillators

can arise from different reasons. The alkyl and aryl CH bonds are non-equivalent due

to the difference in the states of carbon hybridization. Non-equivalent primary,

secondary and tertiary CH bonds are present in alkanes. Conformational origin, inter

and intramolecular environmental origin, etc. also causes non-equivalence among CH

bonds.

The local mode description has been successfully applied to explain high

overtone spectra of CH stretching modes of benzene [40, 43, 44]. The overtone

spectrum of benzene shows no indication of the large number of excited vibrational

states which are predicted on the basis of the normal mode or harmonic model. On

the other hand, the benzene spectrum can be accurately described by the use of the

LM model, as shown by Swofford et al. [40]. The success of the simple model stems

from its ability to include the more realistic anhannonic potential function for the

highly excited CH oscillator by using an internal coordinate system centred on the

individual C-H bonds.

Overtone spectroscopy, through the local mode model, can be used to determine

CH bond lengths in substituted aromatic molecules. These highly accurate bond
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lengths correlate remarkably well with geometry-optimized ab initio MO

calculations. Hayward and Henry in 1976 have shown that there is a very good

correlation between the isolated (by selective deuteriation) fundamental frequency

and the CH stretching frequencies obtained from a local mode analysis of the

overtone spectra of the undeuteriated molecules [25]. Subsequently, Mizugai and

Katayama [45] in liquid phase studies, and Wong and Moore [46] and Gough and

Henry [32,47] in gas phase studies, have noted a correlation between CH overtone

frequencies and CH bond lengths that holds over a wide variety of molecules. These

overtone frequencies are a particularly sensitive probe of CH bond length changes.

At ~VCH = 6 a bond length change of .001 A corresponds to a frequency shift of 69

cm". Such shifts are easily measurable in gas phase overtone spectra. These spectral

studies are more convenient in the sense that the difficult synthetic procedures

involved with the selective deuteriation process ofMcKean and collaborators [48,49]

are not required. In the analysis of bond length changes in substituted aromatic

molecules the following relationship suggested by Gough and Henry [47] is used.

r~~(A)=1.084-[ ~v ]0.001
116vcH

(34)

Here CH bond lengths of substituted benzenes are determined from the CH bond

length in benzene (1.084 A), and 6v (ern") is the overtone frequency shift from

benzene for a given overtone ~VCH' Here, actually the overtone spectral shifts measure

the bond length changes.

In molecules which contain non-equivalent CH bonds, one can observe at every

Overtone a number of absorption peaks, each of which is explained as the excitation

of an individual CH oscillator belonging to one of the types of CH bonds in the

molecule. In toluene and xylene well resolved absorption peaks are seen which arc

assigned as the local mode excitation of either an alkyl or an aryl CH oscillator [25,

50]. Overtone spectroscopy is also used in assigning primary, secondary or tertiary

CH oscillators in the normal and branched alkanes [29]. Axial and equatorial
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environment of CH bonds in the cycloalkanes can also affect the overtone positions

[51].

The results on the studies of toluenes, fluorotoluenes and xylenes show two sets

of peaks [32, 33, 52]. The set at higher frequency corresponds to aryl CH bonds. The

set at lower frequency corresponds to the methyl CH bonds. Two peaks are observed

in the methyl region with an area ratio (low to high frequency) of approximately 2: 1.

The lower intensity, higher frequency peak is associated with the planar methyl CH,

and the lower frequency peak is associated with the two methyl CH bonds at 60°.

The influence of mass, electronegativity and steric effect of halogens have been

revealed by studies on halomethanes and allyl chloride [53-55]. Pross and Henry and

Rang et al. carried out torsional barrier studies of 2-, 3- and 4-methyl substituted

pyridines from their overtone spectra [56, 57].

The development of laser based techniques like thermal lensing spectroscopy and

intracavity dye laser photoacoustic spectroscopy have produced dramatic

improvements in resolution and application of overtone spectroscopy [45,58-60].

Vibrational overtone spectroscopy is an effective tool in studying inter and

intramolecular hydrogen bonding also. Since we have used vibrational overtone

spectroscopy as an effective tool in hydrogen bonding studies, a qualitative idea of

hydrogen bonding as well as some relevant applications of overtone spectroscopy

are discussed in the following section. The rich literature available on overtone

absorption spectroscopy itself is an evidence for its use as a valuable probe of

molecular structure and conformation.

4.9 Hydrogen Bonding and Overtone Spectroscopy

The Hydrogen bond plays a very important role in our daily lives. For example, it is

primarily responsible for the structure of the proteins and in determining the shape of

nucleic acids. It is a big factor in the action of adhesives, in the binding of many dyes

and in determining the properties of water. The widespread occurrence and

importance of hydrogen bonds have made them an active topic. The published
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definitions of the hydrogen bonds are many. The general definition of hydrogen bond

by Pimental and McClellan [61] is "A hydrogen bond exists between the functional

group, A-H, and an atom or group of atoms, B, in the same or different molecules

when (a) there is evidence of bond formation, (b) there is evidence that this new bond

linking A-H and B specifically involves a hydrogen atom already bonded to A".

Hydrogen bonding is a donor-acceptor interaction specifically involving hydrogen

atoms. Most frequently, a hydrogen bond is of A-H....B type, where A and Bare

electronegative elements and B possesses one or more lone electron pairs. The

molecule providing a polar hydrogen for a hydrogen bond is called a donor (A-H).

The molecule that provides the electron rich site to which the hydrogen is attracted is

called an acceptor (B). All types of hydrogen bonds can be intramolecular (chelation)

when donor and acceptor groups are on the same molecule or intermolecular

(association) when they are on different molecules. When A and B are the same they

are known as homonuclear hydrogen bonds, when different, heteronuclear hydrogen

bonds. Very strong hydrogen bonds resemble covalent bonds, while very weak

hydrogen bonds are close to van der Waals forces [62].

For studying hydrogen bonding spectroscopic, diffraction, thermochemical and

theoretical methods are used. The spectroscopic methods include Infrared, Raman,

N.M.R, etc. The infrared methods give information about hydrogen bonding from the

spectra arising from transitions between the vibrational energy levels of the bonds

involved in hydrogen bonding. The motion of the hydrogen atoms is greater than that

of the heavier atoms to which they are covalently bonded. The formation of a

hydrogen bond restricts the degree of vibrational motion, since the hydrogen atom is

restrained by two bonds rather than one. A measure of the vibration of the A-H bonds

is therefore a sensitive criterion of the formation and strength of hydrogen bonds.

This is the basis for extensive use of IR spectroscopy for studying and classifying

hYdrogen bonds. The largest frequency change due to hydrogen bonding is observed

in the A-H covalent bond stretching frequencies, and these changes are the most

informative. Infrared spectroscopy provides insight into the potential energy surfaces
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-A-H

---- A-H"'B

of the hydrogen bonds. When an A-H bond becomes involved in hydrogen bonding,

the potential energy curve becomes broader, a second minimum develops and the

A-H bond stretching vibrational levels become closer, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 [63].

Distance

l'ill....3 Qualitative po(cntial cnCtllYCUlVe for II free (-} and hydroacn-bond (....) A-H ,roup
(from Novak. 1914).

Hydrogen bonds having A, B = F, 0 and N are best studied [62,64,65]. The

formation of the A-H. ...B hydrogen bond results in weakening of the A-H bond.

This weakening is accompanied by bond elongation and a decrease of A-H stretch

vibration frequency compared to the noninteracting species. This shift to lower

frequencies is called a red-shift and represents the easily detectable manifestation of

the formation of a hydrogen bond [66]. The presence of inter and intramolecular

hydrogen bonding will be well reflected in the mechanical frequency and

anharmonicity values. Since the existence of overtones is connected with

anharmonicity, numerous studies were devoted to the effect of hydrogen bond

formation on the anharmonicity of the potential function of vibrations affected by

hydrogen bonding [67-69]. Shaji et al. [70] have analysed the overtone spectra of

anilines and chloroanilines and established the presence of intramolecular bonding in

o-chloroahiline. Eappen et al. [71] analysed the aryl CH and OH overtone spectrum

of a-naphthol and found that there exists intramolecular hydrogen bonding
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interaction between the hydroxyl group and aromatic nucleus. Rai et al. [72] studied

the overtone spectra of aniline and its ortho and meta chloro derivatives at different

concentrations.Vibrational frequencies and anharmonicity constants for the CH

stretch vibration and for the symmetric and asymmetric NH stretch vibrations have

been determined.The presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding in all the three

molecules and intramolecular hydrogen bonding involving N-H...CI in o-chloroaniline

have been detected. Chen and Hsu made investigations on a large number of five

membered ring structures where intramolecular hydrogen bonding is present and

found that the bonding strength is weaker compared to the six membered rings [73].

4.10 Present Work

In the following two chapters (chapter 5 & chapter 6) analyses of the near IR overtone

spectra of a few amines and some hydrogen bonded systems are done. From the near

infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectrum ofliquid phase 2,6-dimethylaniline and

2,4-dimethylaniline, the aryl CH, methyl CH and NH local mode mechanical frequency

values obtained are analysed and compared [74]. The near infrared vibrational overtone

absorption spectra of cyclohexylamine and morpholine in carbon tetrachloride in

different concentrations are examined. Free NB and bonded NB are located. The CH and

NB local mode mechanical frequency values and anharmonicity values obtained from

fitting the overtones are analysed and compared. Chapter 6 deals with the near IR

overtone analysis of some hydrogen bonded systems. Overtone spectra of cyclohexanol in

carbon tetrachloride in different concentrations are analysed using the local mode model.

The aryl CH and free OH local mode parameters are almost insensitive to the variation in

concentration. But the local mode parameters for the bonded OH stretching vibrations

vary with concentration [75J. The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of

cyclopentanol in liquid phase are examined. Due to hydrogen bonding in addition to free

OH, a red shifted hydrogen bonded broad band appears in the spectrum. Near IR overtone

spectrum of imidazole in carbon tetrachloride is analysed using the local mode model.

Blue-shifted hydrogen bonded NH oscillators are observed. The mechanical

anharmonicities of the bands are calculated using local mode model and analysed [76].
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CHAPTERS

NEAR IR OVERTONE ANALYSIS OF SOME AMINES

5.1 Analysis of the Overtone Spectra of 2, 4-Dimethylaniline and
2,6-Dimethylaniline

5.1.1 Introduction

As described in chapter 4, higher vibrational overtones often provide spectral

simplification and greater resolution of peaks corresponding to nonequivalent X-H

bonds where X is typically C, N or O. Hence vibrational overtone spectroscopy of

molecules containing X-H oscillators is now a well established tool for molecular

investigations [1-3]. Conformational and steric differences between bonds and

structural inequivalence of CH bonds ( methyl, ~ryl, acetylenic, etc.) are resolvable in

the higher overtone spectra. The local mode model in which the X-H oscillators are

considered to be loosely coupled anhannonic oscillators has been widely used for the

interpretation of overtone spectra. If we are exciting a single local oscillator from the

vibrational ground state to the state v, then the transition energy of the local mode

overtone is given by LlEo~v = Av +Bv2
. A plot of LlE/v versus v will yield A, the

local mode frequency as the intercept and B, the local mode diagonal anhannonicity

as the slope [3,4]. Here A - B gives the mechanical frequency X, of the oscillator and

B = X2 is the anhannonicity of the bond. The local mode parameters XI and X2 vary

for nonequivalent X-H bonds and are sensitive to the inter and intra molecular

environment of the X-H oscillator [3-10].

Aniline and its derivatives are important starting materials in pharmaceutical and

other chemical industries. 2,6-dimethylaniJine (2,6-xylidine) is an important raw

material for producing anaesthetic and 2,4-dimethylaniline (2,4-xylidine ) is mainly

used for producing pesticides (structures in Fig. 5.1). Both are used in the production

of dyes and other chemicals also. The primary physiochemical property of importance

in the drug chemistry of amino group is its basicity and this determines the chemical
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behaviour of amines. The substituents on the ring have a marked effect on the basicity

of aromatic amines. In the present paper we report the near infrared vibrational

overtone absorption spectra of liquid phase 2,6-dimethylaniline and 2,4

dimethylaniline. A comparative study of the above spectra is done. The substituents

on the aniline ring leads to variations of the charge distribution in the molecule and

hence affect the frequencies of various X-H oscillators. This is discussed in the

density functional studies of aniline and substituted anilines [11] and in ab initio

calculations for the structural studies of various toluidines [12-14]. The methylation

of aniline in ortho positions brings steric strain and how the strength of the base is

weakened due to this has been explained by Brown [15]. The calculated aryl CH,

methyl CH and NH mechanical frequency values of both the samples support the

above conclusions.

NH 2

2,6-dimethylaniline
or

2,6-xylidine

2,4-dimethylaniline
or

2,4-xylidine

Fig. 5.1. Structures of2,6-dimethylamine and 2,4-dimethylamine

5.1.2 Experimental

High purity (99%) 2,4-dimethylaniline and 2,6-dimethylaniline were obtained from

Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai, India. In order to avoid saturation of

peaks the samples were near saturated in spectra-grade carbon tetrachloride. The

liquid phase absorption spectra in the near infrared region (700-2000nm) were
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recorded at room temperature (26±1° C) with air as reference and pathlength 1cm,

using a Hitachi model U-3410 UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer which uses a tungsten

lamp as the near IR source.

5.1.3 Results and Discussions

The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of 2,6- dimethylaniline and

2,4-dimethylaniline in the region 700-2000 nm show bands due to pure overtone

transitions of NH, ring CH and methyl CH local mode oscillators and those due to

combination transitions involving several vibrational degrees of freedom of the

molecule. The sharp peak at 900nm is due to the detector change of the

spectrophotometer. In the present analysis, only the pure overtones of NH, ring CH

and methyl CH oscillators of the two molecules are considered. The bands in the .1.V

=2-4 regions of the two molecules are shown in the Figs. 5.2-5.7. Here 'a'& 'b'

represent NH overtones, 'c' represents ring Clf overtones, 'd' & 'e' represent methyl

CH overtones and the other peaks are combinations. The bands in the .1.V = 2 region

shows multiple peaks due to the presence of combinations whereas the higher

overtone bands show single overtone peaks. The first overtone peak position in each

case is assigned as the one giving the best fit in the Birge- Sponer plot with higher

overtone peaks. Figs. 5.8-5.17 give the Birge-Sponer plots for various oscillators.The

band assignments, overtone peak position and the local mode parameters of the NH,

aryl CH and methyl CH oscillators of both the liquids are given in Tables 5.1 and

5.2.

Base is an electron pair donor. The most important property of Nitrogen is its

basicity. The tendency of nitrogen to share the lone pair of electrons underlies the

entire chemical behaviour of amines. Substituents on the ring have a marked effect on

the basicity of aromatic amines.The electron releasing substituents like -CH3

increases the basicity of aniline [16]. Strength of a base depends upon the availability

of electrons on nitrogen in the amine. Any factor that can increase electron

concentration on nitrogen will bring about increase in the basicity. Each amine has its
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characteristic Kb, the basicity constant. The larger the ~, the stronger the base.

Basicity constants ofaniline and substituted anilines are given below [17].

Substituent K, ofpara isomer K, of meta isomer K, of ortho isomer

-CH) 12xlO-1o 5xlO-1O 2.6xlO- IO

.. - -10K, of aniline - 4.2x 10

Even though the electron releasing substituents like -CH) increases the basicity

of aniline, the basicity is weakend when they are ortho to the amino group. The

introduction of first one and then two ortho methyl groups into aniline progressively

decreases the base strength of aniline [18]. Methylation of aniline in ortho position

brings stcric strain and due to this strength of the base is weakened. Steric nature of

ortho effect is operating between the amino group and the two o-methyl groups in

2,6-dimethylaniline. The methyl groups in the meta and para position exert inductive

effect, without a steric change. In 2,4-dimethyaniline the 0- methyl group is base

weakening but the p- methyl group is base strengthening. Since the K, value of the p

isomer differ largely from aniline compared to o-isomer, basicity of 2,4

dimethyaniline is greater compared to 2,6-dimethylaniline.

It is well known that the substitution of an electron donating group to benzene

decreases the ring CH mechanical frequency and hence a red shift [19] in overtone

energy values. The Hammet er constants which indicate the donating or withdrawing

nature of the substituent [20] shows that -NH2 group and -CH) group are electron

donors to the benzyl ring through resonance or induction. Both the amino group and

methyl groups in 2,6-dimethylaniline and 2,4-dimethylaniline are electron donating

groups. Now let us examine the calculated NH, aryl CH and methyl CH oscillator

frequencies of both the samples.
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NH oscillators: It is interesting to note that overtones corresponding to both

asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations are obtained as is expected for a

primary amine. As can be seen in Tables 5.1 & 5.2 the NH frequency is high in 2,6

xylidine . Here the steric repulsion occurs between the hydrogens of NH 2 and the

bulky methyl groups so that shortening of NH bonds takes place, which in turn

increases the force constant. Thus the wavenumber of the NH absorption in 2,6

xylidine increases. In 2,4-xylidine the steric strain is less compared to 2,6-xylidine

and hence its wave number of absorption is less. Hence an increase in the frequency

of NH oscillator is an indication of the weakening of the basicity of the methyl

substituted ani lines.



. Table 5.1

The band assignments, overtone peak position and the local mode parameters of the
NH and aryl CH oscillators

III

'5 Cl)

Overtone peak position
in nm (ern" ) Local mode parameters &y for

t)~,t: v 2,6-xylidine 2,4-xylidine 2,6-xylidine 2,4-xylidineen

(.)

2 1447.8 (6907.03) 1454.7(6874.27) X,= 3707.79 X j= 3701.76'B
Cl)

El..c
~~ 3 987.8 (10123.51) 994.7 (10053.28) X2= 84.18 X2= 87.99
en,t:-< en
I 4 761 (13140.60) 766.6 (13044.61) Y = -0.9994 'Y = -999::c

;Z;

.....
:::

2 1492.3 (6701.07) 1497.7 (6676.90) X, = 3596 X,= 3567.72(.) Cl)

'C El
Q) :::
El .~ 3 1020 (9803.92) 1023.9 (9766.58) X2 = 81.90 X2 = 77.07
~~

C1..c 4 784.5 (12746.97) 785.1 (12737.23) Y =-1 'Y = -9990::C~

Z~
Cl)

-= 2 1681.3 (5947.78) 1695.9 (5897.97) XI = 3158.62 X,= 3111.24(.)et:
... tU
Cl) El 3 1146.7 (8720.68) 1150.6 (8691.12) X2 = 62.12 X2 = 54.01
I :::::c bl)u .-Cl)

4 877.3 (11398.61) 880.2 (11361.05)~~ 'Y = -.9990 'Y = -.9996

v = vibrational quantum number, X, = mechanical frequencies (cm"),
X2 = anharmonicities (cm") and 'Y = the least square correlation coefficient.
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Table 5.2

Cfi4pter 5

The band assignments, overtone peak position and the local mode parameters of the
methyl CH oscillators

..c Overtone peak position

~~
in nm (cm'") Local mode parameters &y for

v 2,6-xylidine 2,4-xylidine 2,6-xylidine 2,4-xylidine
1fJ

:c:u 2 1732 (5773.67) 1732 (5773.67) XI = 3094.76 X1= 3078.40
~
-::..c

3 1181.3 (8465.25) 1182.8 (8454.52) X2 = 68.89 X 2 = 64.36~ u
S "i)....
Q) -!=: In

4 909.4 (10996.26) 906.4 (11032.66) y = - .9995 y = -.9993o:l

0..
I

!=:.....

~ 2 1753.5 (5702.80) 1749.6 (5715.59) X l = 3057.65 X)=3058.46..c....
I

~..cS u 3 1201.3 (8324.32) 1199.7 (8335.41) X2= 69.53 X2=68.13~ -c= ~
o:l -- ellcf::r:: 4 921.7 (10849.5) 918.6 (10886) y = -.998 y = -.996
oU

I-;::l
0

v = vibrational quantum number, XI = mechanical frequencies (cm"),
X2= anharmonicities (cm') and y = the least square correlation coefficient.

Aryl CH oscillators: The introduction of alkyl groups causes positive inductive effect

which results in the lengthening or the weakening of the aryl CH bonds and hence the

force constant is lowered and wave number of absorption decreases. In 2,6-xylidinc and

2,4-xylidine we have three ring CH bonds. In 2,6-xylidine two bonds are (o+p) type and

one is (m-m) type W.r.to methyl substitution. In 2,4-xylidine the bonds are (0+0) type,

(o+p) type and (m-m) type. We have the frequency ofring CH in 2,4 < frequency of ring

CH in 2,6 which agrees with the expected order (o-p) > (0+0) in the work of Khalique

and Henry on conformationally non-equivalent ring CH bonds in trimethylbenzencs [9 ].

The aryl CH frequencies of ortho substituted anilines reported from our laboratory by
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Shaji et al. [21] and ab initio calculations of o-methylaniline [12] agree with our results

[22].

MethylCH oscillators: The presence of inequivalent methyl CH bonds similar to toluene,

xylene and trimethylbenzenes are [10, 6, 9] observed. The less intense high frequency

peak is associated with the in-plane methyl CH stretch, when the methyl groups have one

CH bond in the ring plane. The highly intense Iow frequency peak is associated with the

out-of-plane methyl stretch when the two methyl CH bonds are at 60° .The frequencies of

the methyl stretches are almost the same in both the liquids.

5.1.4 Conclusions

The frequency of the NH oscillator in 2,6-xylidine is higher compared to 2,4

xylidine. Since 2,6-xylidine is a weak base compared to 2,4-xyIidine, we can

conclude that the increase in the NH oscillator frequency is an indication of the

weakening of the basicity in metylated anilines. Again we have observed that

methylation of aniline in ortho position brings a blue shift in the overtone energy

values of the ring CH oscillator.

5.2 Analysis of the Overtone Spectrum of Cyclohexylamine

5.2.1 Introduction

Cyclohexylamine is a nonaromatic cyclic primary amine with six-member saturated

ring (Fig. 5.18). Cyclohexylamine is a colourless liquid and is widely used in rubber

industry for the preparation of vulcanization accelerator. Another important

application of cyclohexylamine is its use in the manufacturing of artificial sweeteners

(cyclamates).

Fig. 5.18 Cyclohexylamine
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Being a primary amine two bands corresponding to NH stretch are expected,

one for asymmetric stretch and the other due to symmetric stretch [23]. Amines are

usually weakly bonded systems. The formation of the hydrogen bond results in

weakening of the N-H bond which is accompanied by bond elongation and a

decrease of NH stretch vibration frequency compared to the noninteracting species.

This shift to lower frequencies, called the red-shift represents the easily detectable

manifestation of the formation of a hydrogen bond [24]. NH stretch frequencies of

amines are usually confused with OH stretch. However, since oxygen is more

electronegative than nitrogen, OH stretch results in a greater change in bond moment

than does NB stretch [23]. The associated NH stretch absorption is sharper than

associated OH, because of much weaker tendency to form hydrogen bonds. Overtones

of free NH bands are obtained but the associated NH bands are too weak to be

observed at room temperature in the higher overtone region as is concluded by

Sadorfy et al. [25, 26]. Cyclohexylamine is a far Jitronger base than is aniline [27].

The CH and NH local mode mechanical frequency values and anharmonicity values

obtained from fitting the overtones are analysed and is compared with that of aniline

[28]. The strong basicity of cyclohexylamine compared to aniline is reflected in NH

stretch frequency values obtained.

5.2.2 Experimental

High purity (99.5 %) cyclohexylamine was obtained from Sisco Research Laboratories

Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai, India. Solutions of the liquid in spectra-grade carbon tetrachloride in

different concentrations are made. The liquid phase absorption spectra in the near

infrared region ( 700-2000nm ) were recorded at room temperature (26±l 0 C ) with air

as reference and pathlength lcm, using a Varian ( Cary 5000 model) UV- Vis- NIR

Spectrophotometer which uses a tungsten lamp as the near IR source.

5.2.3 Results and Discussions

The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of the amme 111 carbon

tetrachloride in the region 700-2000 nm show bands due to pure overtone transitions of

CH, free NH and bonded NH local mode oscillators and those due to combination
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transitions involving several vibrational degrees of freedom of the molecule. In the

present analysis, only the pure overtones of oscillators are considered. The bands in the

AV ;;: 2, 3, 4 and 5 regions (for 100% concentration) are shown in Figs. 5.19-5.22. Here

'a' represents CH overtones, 'b' represents bonded NH-stretching overtones, 'c' and 'd'

represent free NH-stretching overtones corresponding to symmetric and antisymmetric

stretch of the primary amine and the other peaks are combinations. The sharp change in

12,500cm" in Fig.5.21 is due to the detector change at 800 run. In the CH region in i1v =

2 we have two peaks corresponding to two nonequivalent CH bonds, the axial and

equatorial, similar to the case of cyclohexane [29]. Bonded NH stretch region is observed

only in i1v ;;: 2. But such associated bands are not resolvable in the i1v = 3, 4 and 5

regions. This is because of the fact that what is observed for fairly strong OH. ...0 bonds

cannot be expected for weakly bonded NH....N bonds [25]. Fig. 5.23 gives the bonded

NH stretch region in i1v = 2 under various concentrations. From the figure it is evident

that as the concentration is increased the associated bands shift to lower wavenumber

side, which is the normal red-shifting due to hydrogen bonding. Since associated bands

are not resolvable in the i1v = 3,4 and 5 regions, the spectra at those regions for lower

concentrations are not shown. Figs. 5.24-5.26 give the Birge-Sponer plots for CH stretch,

free symmetric NH stretch and asymmetric NH stretch (for 100% concentration). The

band assignments, overtone peak positions and local mode parameters of the CH and free

NH (both symmetric and antisymmetric) oscillators are given in Table 5.3.

These values agree with the already established results by Sandorfy et a1. for NH

oscillators [25] and Kjaergaard et a1. for CH oscillators [29]. The NH-stretching local

mode parameters of aniline from the work of Shaji et al. is also given for comparison in

Table 5.3 itself. As discussed in 5.1.3 the most important property of nitrogen is its

basicity. In the case of aromatic amines like aniline the phenomenon of 'resonance' also

affect the base strength. Aniline being a resonance hybrid ofmany structures, the lone pair

on nitrogen is partly shared with the benzene ring and is obviously less available for

sharing with a proton, thus lowering the basicity of aniline. In the case of saturated amine

like cyclohexylamine such effect is not there or cycIohexylamine is a far stronger base

than aniline [27]. The calculated value ofNH frequency (symmetric) of cyclohexylamine
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is smaller than that of aniline. This establishes the fact that cyclohexylarnine is a far

stronger base than aniline, since the increase in NH oscillator frequency is an indication of

weakening the basicity as explained in section 5.1.3 [22].
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Table 5.3

Cfuzpter5

The band assignments, overtone peak position and the local mode parameters of the

CH and NH oscillators of cyclohexylamine &ovcrtone peak position and local mode

parameters of the NH oscillators of aniline from reference [28]

Overtone peak positions in (ern" )
for v = Local mode parameters

Stretch type and correlation
coefficient

2 3 4 5
XI =3047.19

CH 5702.88 8305.65 10822.51 13236.27 X 2 = 67.55

Y = -.997

- .
XI = 3492.81

Free NH
(symmetric) 6521.03 9537.43 12422.36 15128.59 X 2 = 77.79

Y = -.9998
XI = 3565.38

Free NH
(asymmetric) X 2 = 73.41

6695.68 9799.12 12804.1 -
Y = -.998

XI = 3549.56
Free NH

( symmetric) 6636.14 9722.9 12655.02 - X 2 = 77.16
of aniline [28]

y = -.1

v = vibrational quantum number, XI = mechanical frequencies (cm"),

X2 = anharmonicities ( cm'l ) and y = the least square correlation coefficient.
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5.2.4 Conclusions

It is interesting to note that in the case of cyc1ohexylamine, overtones corresponding

to both asymmetric and symmetric NH-stretching vibrations are obtained as is

expected for a primary amine. Due to the weak hydrogen bonding in amines higher

overtones for bonded NH oscillators are too weak to be resolved. Still weak and broad

red-shifted bands at lower overtones are identified due to the formation of hydrogen

bonds. The low value of NH-stretching frequency of cyclohexylamine compared to

aniline is an indication of its strong basicity.

5.3 Analysis of the Overtone Spectrum of Morpholine

5.3.1 Introduction

Morpholine is a nonaromatic heterocyclic amine with six-member saturated ring (Fig.

5.27). Morpholine ring contains two heteroatoms. It is one of the important organic

bases which has become an article of commerce in recent years. Soaps made from

morpholine and fatty acids are excellent emulsifying agents useful in the production

of floor polishes, paper coatings and other products. Morpholine finds its major

application in food preservation and is added to waxes used to coat apples.

Fig. 5. 27. Morpholine

For the secondary amine morpholine only one NH stretch is expected [23]. Like

cyclohexylamine, here also weak hydrogen bonds are formed, resulting in weakening

of the N-H bond which is accompanied by bond elongation and a decrease of NH

stretch vibration frequency comnared to the norrinterar-rino "npp'.'" Thp .... ~;~
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difference here is that it is the NH....O hydrogen bonded structure [30] instead of the

NH ....N hydrogen bonded structure in cyclohexylamine. Piperidine is a far stronger

base than morpholine [27]. Studies on the vibrational spectra of piperidine and

morpholine was done by Vedal et a1. [32]. Overtone positions of morpholine are

compared with that of piperidine from the work of Sauvageau and Sandorfy [31].The

weak basicity of morpholine is reflected in the NB stretch frequency values.

5.3.2 Experimental

High purity (99.5%) morpholine was obtained from Sisco Research Laboratories

Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai, India.Solutions of the liquid in spectra-grade carbon

tetrachloride in different concentrations are made. The liquid phase absorption

spectra in the near infrared region (700-2000nm) were recorded at room

temperature (26±l 0 C) with air as reference and pathlength Icm, using a Varian

(Cary 5000 model) DV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer which uses a tungsten lamp

as the near IR source.

5.3.3 Results and Discussions

The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of morpholine in

carbon tetrachloride in liquid phase in the region 700-2000 nm shows bands

due to pure overtone transitions of CH, free NH and bonded NH local mode

oscillators and those due to combination transitions involving several vibrational

degrees of freedom of the molecule. The bands in the <1v = 2, 3, 4and 5 regions (

for 100% concentration) for morpholine are shown in Figs. 5.28 - 5.31. The

sharp change in 12,500 crn' in Fig. 5.30 is due to the detector change at 800nm.

In the present analysis focus is on overtones only. Herea ' represents CH

overtones, 'b' represents bonded NH-stretching overtones and 'c ' represents free

NB-stretching overtones of the secondary amine and the other peaks are

combinations. Bonded NH stretch region is observed only in Av = 2 and 3. But

such associated bands are not resolvable in the <1v = 4 and 5 regions. This too is

because of the fact that the hydrogen bonding is weak in amines compared to

alcohols [25]. The bonded NH stretch region in <1v = 2 under various
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concentrations is given in Fig. 5.32. Here the situation is same as in the case of

cyclohexylamine. As the concentration is increased the associated bands shift to

lower wavenumber side, which is the normal red-shifting due to hydrogen

bonding. But the shift from the free NH position to bonded NH position is

greater in morpholine compared to cyclohexylamine (sec.S.2.3), since we have

the NH ....O hydrogen bonded structure here compared to the NH ... N type in

cyclohexylamine. Indrisa et al. determined the molecular structure of

morpholine by FT microwave spectroscopy and the NH ....O hydrogen bonded

structure was found to be consistent with the derived molecular parameters [30].

Since associated bands are not resolvable in the ~v = 4 and 5 regions, it is not

possible to obtain the local mode parameters of bonded NH bands and that is

why the spectra at higher Av regions for lower concentrations are not shown.

Figs.5.33 and 5.34 give the Birge-Sponer plots for CH stretch and free NH

stretch of the secondary amine respectively. The band assignments, overtone

peak positions and local mode parameters of the CH and free NH oscillators are

given in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4

The band assignments, overtone peak: position and the local mode parameters of the

CH and NH oscillators morpholine

v - vibrational quantum number, XI - mechanical frequencies (cm ),
X2 = anharmonicities ( cm' ) and y = the least square correlation coefficient.

Overtone peak positions in (ern" )
Stretch for v = Local mode parameters and

type correlation coefficient
2 3 4 5

XI = 3070.30
CH 5780.35 8428.15 10982.98 13395.85 X2 = 65.11

y = -.9999
X, = 3450.16

Free NH 6538.08 9573.96 12422.36 15094.34 X2 = 86.23
y = -.1

- - -t

Comparing the structures of morpholine and piperidine, we can see that the

oxygen atom in morpholine is electron withdrawing, making the nitrogen more

positive [27], weakening its basicity. Studies on the vibrational spectra of piperidine

and morpholine was done by Vedal et a1. [32]. NH overtone positions of piperidine

are given in the work of Sauvageau and Sandorfy [31]. The NH overtone peaks for

morpholine (Figs. 5.28-5.31) are greater compared to piperidine. Thus the weak

basicity of morpholine is reflected in the NH- stretch frequency values itself [22].

5.3.4 Conclusions

Morpholine being a secondary amine overtones corresponding to only one type of NH

stretch is there. Due to the weak hydrogen bonding in amines higher overtones for

bonded NH oscillators are too weak to be resolved. Still weak and broad red-shifted

bands at lower overtones are identified due to the formation of NH"'O hydrogen

bonds. The high values of NH-stretching overtone positions of morpholine compared

to piperidine is an indication of its weak basicity.
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CHAPTER 6

NEAR IR OVERTONE ANALYSIS OF SOME

MODERATELY STRONG HYDROGEN BONDED SYSTEMS

6.1 Analysis of the Overtone Spectra of Cyclohexanol

6.1.1 Introduction

Self associated alcohols are a good example for relatively weak hydrogen bonds.

Cyc1ohexanol or cyclohexyl alcohol (C6H I20, Fig. 6.1) is a viscous liquid used

mainly as a laboratory and industrial solvent. It is an intermediate in making

chemicals used in nylon manufacture. The near infrared vibrational overtone

absorption spectrum of liquid phase cyclolrexanol in carbon tetrachloride in

different concentrations are reported here. In the liquid state and concentrated

solutions, OH compounds associate through hydrogen bonds. As the solutions are

progressively diluted, the solute molecules are separated more and more, and the

hydrogen bonds are gradually broken. The mean state of aggregation passes

successively from polymeric through tetrameric, trimeric, dimeric states until the

solute is essentially monomeric [1]. Jones and Sandorfy [2] studied the fundamentals

from the infrared spectrum of cyclohexanol at various concentrations in carbon

tetrachloride solution. In the region of OH stretching vibrations, they observed

the free ( non-hydrogen bonded) and bonded OH bands. Huisken et al. [3] made

theoretical investigations on water clusters and were able to assign two main

transitions in the IR region corresponding to the nonbonded and bonded OH

stretching vibrations for the dimer, trimer, tetramer and pentamer. At very low

concentration, only the free OH band is seen. At higher concentration the intensity

of the so-called polymer band increases. This band is broad and this is a

characteristic of many hydrogen bonded systems.
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OH

Fig. 6.1 Structure of cyclohexanol

Since the existence of overtones is connected with anharmonicity, numerous

studies were devoted to the effect of hydrogen bond formation on the anharmonicity

of the potential function of vibrations affected by hydrogen bonding [4-6]. For all

concentrations of cyclohexanol the OH frequencies and anharmonicities (for both free

and bonded) calculated using local mode model support the conclusions made by

Durocher and Sandorfy by measuring the fundamental and first two overtones [7, 8].

Low and Kjaergaard [9] have calculated local mode parameters of water dimer and

trimer from scaled ab initio calculations and noted that the significant difference

between the monomer and the dimer and trimer is the appearance of the red shifted

hydrogen bonded OH-stretching band in the dimer and trimer spectra. They have

noted that the red shift is larger for the trimer than the dimer. Also they obtained

slightly larger anharmonicity for the bonded OH-stretching bonds in the trimer

compared to the dimer. These theoretical investigations also support our conclusions.

6.1.2 Experimental

High purity (99%) cyclohexanol were obtained from Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt.

Ltd., Mumbai, India. Solutions of cyclohexanol in carbon tetrachloride in different

concentrations (100%, 66% and 33%) are made. The liquid phase absorption spectra

in the near infrared region (700-2000 nm) were recorded for the three concentrations,

at room temperature (26 ± 10 C) with air as reference and path length Icm, using a

Jasco Corp. model V-570 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer which uses a tungsten

lamp as the near IR source.
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6.1.3 Results and Discussions
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The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of cyclohexanol in carbon

tetrachloride in each concentration in the region 700-2000 nm show bands due to pure

overtone transitions of CH, bonded OH and free OH local mode oscillators and those

due to combination transitions involving several vibrational degrees of freedom of the

molecule. In the present analysis, only the pure overtones of oscillators are

considered. The bands in the Llv = 2, 3 and 4 regions for all the three concentrations

are shown in Figs. 6.2-6.4. Here 'a' represents CH overtones, 'b' represents bonded

OH-stretching overtones, 'c' represents free OH-stretching overtones and the other

peaks are combinations. In Fig. 6.4 'as I is the CH stretching overtone corresponding

to Llv = 5. The bands in the Llv = 2 region show multiple peaks due to the presence of

combinations whereas the higher overtone bands show single overtone peaks. In the

CH region in Llv = 2 and 3 we have two peaks.corresponding to two nonequivalent

CH bonds, the axial and the equatorial, similar to the case of cyclohexane [10].

Similarily in the free OH region also we have two peaks corresponding to the axial

and equatorial conformations, since the cyclohexanol being a monosubstituted

cyclohexane [11]. The hydrogen bonded band is broad and this is a characteristic of

all hydrogen bonded systems [4]. Actually it is this breadth whose study can lead us

to the understanding of the nature of the hydrogen bonding. Bonded OH bands are

shown in Figs. 6.5-6.7 corresponding to Llv = 2,3 and 4 respectively. In the particular

case of self associated alcohols one of the causes of the breadth is the existence of a

variety of associated species in the solution, like dimers, trimers, tetramers, etc. Even

when only one associated species is present, the bands are broad [4]. This is due to

the anharmonic coupling between the free OH and the low frequency bridge (bonded)

vibration. The result of this anharmonic coupling would be the appearance of

combination bands, both summation and difference tones, which gives breadth to the

region.

Anyway the first overtone peak position in each case is assigned as the one

giving the best fit in the Birge-Sponer plot with higher overtone peaks. Figs. 6.8-6.10

give the Birge-Sponer plots for CH stretching, bonded OH-stretching and free OH-
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stretching vibrations respectively, at different concentrations. The band assignments,

overtone peak positions and local mode parameters of the CH, bonded OH and free

OH oscillators for different concentrations are given in Tables 6.1- 6.3.
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v - VIbrational quantum number, XI - mechanical frequenciestcm ), X2 

anharmonicities ( cm" and y = the least square correlation coefficient.

-stretc assignment
Overtone peak positions in nm ( cm") Local mode parameters and 'Y for

v for cvclohexanol concentration cyclohexanol concentration
100% 66% 33% 100% 66% 33%

2 1758.8 1757.3 1754 X[=3028.96 X[=3031.39 X)=3040.37
(5685.70) (5690.55) (5701.25)

3 1199.7 1199.7 1199.7 X2= 62.45 X2=62.36 X2= 64.18
(8335.42) (8335.42) (8335.42)

4 921 917.9 918.6 Y=-.9997 )' =-.9992 't =-.9991
(10857.76) (10894.43) (10886.13)

5 753 753.1 753.1
(13280.21) (13278.45) ( 13278.45)

- - ·1, -

Table 6.1
CH h
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h

v - vibrational quantum number, XI - mechamcal frequenciesicm ), X2 

anharmonicities ( cm" and 't = the least square correlation coefficient.

Table 6.2
B d dOHon e -stretc assignment

Overtone peak positions in nm (cm") Local mode parameters and 'Y for
v for cvclohexanol concentration cyclohexanol concentration

100% 66% 33% 100% 66% 33%

2 1503.9 1493.1 1478.5 X]=3650.24 X I=3669.8 X I=3688.3

(6649.38) (6697.48) (6763.61)

3 1035.4 1025 1017.7 X2= 108.2 X2=106 X2= 102.59
(9658.10) (9756.10) (9826.08)

4 804.3 797 787 Y= -.9999 Y= -.9990 Y= -.9998
(12433.17) (12547.05) (12706.48)

- - ,I -

Table 6.3
F OH hree -stretc assignment

Overtone peak positions in nm (ern") Local mode parameters and y for
v for cyclohexanol concentration cyclohexanol concentration

100% 66% 33% 100% 66% 33%

2 1413.2 1413.2 1413.2 X j=3806.9 X[=3816.47 X j=3802.19

(7076.14) (7076.14) (7076.14)

3 964.7 965.5 965.5 X2= 88.93 X2=92.08 X2= 87.80
(10365.92) (10357.33) (10357.33)

4 744 745.4 743.5 y= -.9992 y = -.9992 y = -.9999
(13440.86) (13415.62) (13449.90)

v = vibrational quantum number, XI = mechanical frequenciesicm I), X2=

anharmonicities ( cm") and y = the least square correlation coefficient.
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The calculated CH, bonded OH and free OH oscillators under various concentrations

are examined below.

CH oscillators: The CH stretching frequencies and anharmonicities are almost

unaffected by variation in concentration. The CH stretching frequencies and

anharmonicities are in agreement with the local mode parameters calculated by

Kjaergaard and Henry for cyclohexane (ID).

Bonded OH oscillators: Due to hydrogen bonding, in addition to the free OH, a red

shifted hydrogen bonded broad band appears in the spectrum. This red shift increases

with concentration. The mechanical frequencies and anharmonicities experience a

systematic variation as concentration is changed [12]. For hydrogen bonded polymers

where oxygen atom is both proton donor and acceptor it increases to about 95 cm'

- 120 cm" [4]. The frequency decreases and anharmonicity increases with

concentration, which is in agreement with the experimental conclusions made by

Durocher and Sandorfy [7] and with the theoretical investigations by Low and

Kjaergaard [9).

Free OH oscillators: The free OH local mode parameters are almost unaffected by

variation in concentration. For the free stretching OH bands the anharmonicity is

small and frequency is high compared to bonded OH [7, 9).

6.1.4 Conclusions

Overtone spectra of cyclohexanol in carbon tetrachloride in three different

concentrations are analysed using the local mode model. The mechanical frequencies

and anharmonicities for various oscillators are calculated. The aryl CH and free OH

local mode parameters are almost insensitive to the variation in concentration. But the

local mode parameters for the bonded OH stretching vibrations vary with

concentration. We have observed that as the concentration is increased, mechanical

frequency of the bonded OH vibrations tends to decrease and anharmonicity tends to

increase due to strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding.
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6.2 Analysis of the Overtone Spectra of Cyclopentanol

6.2.1 Introduction
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Just like cyclohexanol, cyclopentanol too is a self-associated alcohol. Cyc1opentanol

(C5HIOO, Fig. 6.11) is a thick, colourless liquid with a pleasant odour. It is used as a

solvent, and as an intermediate in making perfumes, pharmaceuticals, dyes and other

organic chemicals. Cyclopentanol is having a puckered shape. Just like cyclopentane,

the actual structure of cyc1opentanol is of 'envelope' shape [13, 14]. A number of

studies of substituted cyclopentanes have been reported [15-18]. Ekejiuba and Hallam

[19] observed an ill-resolved doublet for the free hydroxyl stretching band at 3612

cm" in the IR spectrum of cyclopentanol in CC14 They interpreted this as evidence of

an equilibrium between axial and equatorial conformers. Later Abraham et al.

reported a theoretical and LIS (Lanthanide Induced Shifts) investigations of

cyc1opentanol [20]. They showed that the conformation of cyc1opentanol in solution

is not symmetrical but is a non-symmetric conformation. All the previous

investigations of the conformations of monosubstituted cyclopentanes have assumed a

symmetric envelope conformation with the substituent at the flap of the envelope.

Both the theoretical and LIS results presented by these authors show clearly that the

major conformation of cyc1opentanol in solution is an unsymmetric envelope

conformation with the axial hydroxyl substituent at the fold of the envelope

(Fig. 6.12) The symmetric conformation with an axial hydroxyl at the flap of the

envelope (Fig. 6.13) is present but is of higher energy than the unsymmetric

conformer. The symmetric equatorial conformer is a minor component in solution.

Accordingly one would expect the OH stretching frequency in Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13

to differ and therefore two free OH bands would be observed in dilute solutions.

These theoretical investigations support our observations of the overtone spectra of

cyclopentanol

The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectrum of liquid phase

cycIopentanol in carbon tetrachloride is examined in the region Llv = 2, 3 and 4. In the

region of OH stretching vibrations, besides the free OH (non-hydrogen bonded),
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bonded OH bands are also observed, as in the case of cyclohexanol. The CH, bonded

OH and free OH local mode mechanical frequency values and anharmonicity values

obtained from fitting the overtones are analysed and compared.

Q-OH
Fig. 6.11. structure of cyclopentanol

OH

Fig. 6.12. unsymmetric

envelope conformation

Fig. 6.13. symmetric

envelope conformation

6.2.2 Experimental

High purity (99%) cyclopentanol were obtained from Sigrna-Aldrich Chemicals

Private Limited, Bangalore, India. Solutions of cyclopentanol in carbon tetrachloride

under various concentrations are made. The liquid phase absorption spectra in the

near infrared region (700-2000 nm) were recorded at room temperature (26±1QC) with

air as reference and path length I cm, using a Varian (Cary 5000 model) UV- Vis

NIR Spectrophotometer which uses a tungsten lamp as the near IR source.
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6.2.3 Results and Discussions
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Kanno et a1. in their Raman studies of alcohol solutions (21-25) measured Raman OH

stretching spectra of alcoholic solutions with inert solvents, such as CCI4, CHCb, etc.

OH stretching spectrum below 3600 cm' in which the bonded OH bands for dimer and

trimer should exist, it was impossible to detect expected Raman bands due to the

stretching vibrations of the dimers and trimers, because the Raman spectrum below

3600 cm" was broad and rather featureless. Concentrated solutions of cyclopentanol in

CC14 gave unresolvable bands in the bonded OH stretch region. So the observation is

made only on a less diluted solution of cyclopentano1. The near infrared vibrational

overtone absorption spectra of diluted solution of cyclopentanol in carbon tetrachloride

in the region 700-2000 nm show bands due to pure overtone transitions of CH, bonded

OH and free OH local mode oscillators and those due to combination transitions

involving several vibrational degrees of freedom of' the molecule. In the present

analysis, only the pure overtones of oscillators are considered.

The bands in the D.v = 2,3 and 4 regions are shown in Figs. 6.14 - 6.16. Here

'a' represents CH overtones, 'b ' represents bonded OH stretching overtones, 'c'

represents free OH-stretching overtones and other peaks are combinations. In the

CH region in 6.v = 2 we have two peaks corresponding to two nonequivalent CH

bonds, the axial and the equatorial, similar to the case of cyclopentane [26].

Similarly in the free OH region in D.v = 2 also we have two peaks. This

observation is supported by both the theoretical and LIS investigations of

cyc1opentanol by Abraham et al. [20]. They suggested two optimised geometries

for cyclopentanol. These authors showed clearly that the major conformation of

cyclopentanol in solution is an unsymmetric envelope conformation with the axial

hydroxyl substituent at the fold of the envelope as in Fig. 6.12. The symmetric

conformation with an axial hydroxyl at the flap of the envelope as in Fig. 6.13 is

also present but is of higher energy than the unsymmetric conformer. Hence the

low intensity band in the free OH region is identified as due to the symmetric

conformer and the other one due to the unsymmetric conformer. The red-shifted
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hydrogen bonded band is broad and this is a characteristic of all hydrogen bond

systems. This breadth is due to the existence of a variety of associated species in the

solution, like dimers, trimers, tetramers, etc. and also due to the anharmonic coupling

between the free OH and the low frequency bridge (bonded) vibration [4].

The first overtone peak position in each case is assigned as the one giving the

best fit in the Birge-Sponer plot with the higher overtone peaks. Figs. 6.17-6.19 give

the Birge-Sponer plots for CH-stretching overtones, bonded OH-stretching overtones

and free OH-stretching overtones respectively. The band assignments, overtone peak

positions and local mode parameters of the CH, bonded OH and free OH oscillators

are given in Table 6.4.
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The band assignments, overtone peak positions and the local mode parameters of the

CH, boded OH and free OH oscillators of cyclopentanol

Stretch
V Overtone peak positions Local mode parameters

type
in nm (ern") andy

2 1741.70 (5741.52 ) XI = 3057.09

CH 3 1183.40 (8450.23) X2 = 61.30

4 909.70 (10992.63) y = - .998

2 1498.400 (6673.79) X, = 3749.90

Bonded 3 1038.40 (9630.09) X2 = 136.59

OH
4 816.00 (12254.9) Y = -.9992

2 1412.50 (7079.65) X 1= 3804.256

Free OH 3 965.30 (10359.47) X 2 = 87.996

4 743.20 (13455.33) y = -.99996

v = vibrational quantum number, X I = mechanical frequencies (cm"),

X2 = anhannonicities (cm") and y = the least square correlation coefficient.
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The CH, bonded OH and free OH oscillators under various concentrations

are examined briefly below.

CH oscillators: The CH stretching frequencies and anharmonicities are In

agreement with the local mode parameters calculated by Henry et al. for

cyclopentane [26].

Bonded OH oscillators: Due to hydrogen bonding, in addition to the free OH, a

red-shifted hydrogen bonded broad band appears in the spectrum. The frequency

decrease and anharmonicity increase due to hydrogen bonding is in agreement

with the experimental conclusions made by Durocher and Sandorfy [7J and with

the theoretical investigations by Low and Kjaergaard [9].

Free OH oscillators: The frequency and anharmonicity of the free stretching OH

bands agree with the already established results for free OH bands [7, 9, 12J.

6.2.4 Conclusions

Overtone spectra of cyclopentanol in carbon tetrachloride is analysed using the

local mode model. In the CH region in 6.v = 2 we have two peaks corresponding

to two nonequivalent CH bonds, the axial and the equatorial, similar to the case of

cyclopentane. The CH stretching frequencies and anharmonicities are in

agreement with the local mode parameters calculated by Henry et a1. for

cyclopentane. In the OH region both free and red-shifted hydrogen bonded OH

oscillators are observed. The mechanical anharmonicity of the red-shifted OH

bands is calculated using local mode model and is found to be greater than that of

free OH. In the free OH region in 6.v = 2 two peaks are there, which suggest the

two optimised geometries for cyclopentanol, an unsymmetric envelope

conformation with the axial hydroxyl substituent at the fold of the envelope and

the symmetric conformation with an axial hydroxyl at the flap of the envelope.

The frequency and anharmonicity of the free stretching OH bands agree with the

already established results for free OH bonds.
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6.3 Analysis of the Overtone Spectra of Imidazole

6.3.1 Introduction

Aromatic heterocycles are widely distributed in nature and often play an important

role in various biochemical processes. The volume of literature on five-membered

heteroaromatic rings has experienced an enormous expansion over the past few

decades [27]. Five membered aromatic heterocycles containing two heteroatoms

represent a large and structurally diverse group. For example, Imidazole, which

contains two similar hetero atoms is derived from pyrrole by replacement of the

methine (-CH group) by an sp2-hybridized nitrogen atom. The lone pair of the

electrons of the nitrogen atom provides a site for protonation and alters the acidity

and basicity of these heterocycles. The unique ring structure of imidazole (Fig. 6.20)

H

N

N

Fig. 6.20. Ring structure ofImidazole (C3N2H4)

permits the proton to be picked up by one N atom and the other H/H+ to be released

from the other N atom. Imidazole occurs in histidine, an essential aminoacid. The use

of imidazoles and their derivatives in chemical processes is becoming increasingly
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important. Their potential for hydrogen bond formation is also widely used in

pharmaceuticals [28]. The incorporation of an imidazole ring in medicinal chemistry

has grown considerably as judged from the large number of therapeutically useful

imidazole based compounds including antifungals, anticonvulsants and inhibitors

[29J. Proton transfer properties of Im-ImH+ complex are recently suggested in

polymer electrolyte fuel cells [30]. The fuel cell technology is expected to become

one of the key technologies for energy production.

As discussed in chapter 4, the hydrogen bond is a bond between electron

deficient hydrogen and a region of high electron density. Most frequently, a hydrogen

bond is of X-H...Y type, where X and Y are electronegative elements and Y

possesses one or more lone electron pairs. Here there is a significant charge transfer

or electron density transfer from the proton acceptor (Y) to the proton donor (X-H).

Hydrogen bonds having X, Y= F, 0 and N are best studied [31-33]. The formation of

the X-H... Y hydrogen bond results in weakening of the X-H bond. This weakening

is accompanied by bond elongation and a decrease of XH stretch vibration frequency

compared to the noninteracting species. As already discussed in many cases, this shift

to lower frequencies is called a red-shift and represents the easily detectable

manifestation of the formation of a hydrogen bond [34]. But a different situation

called blue-shifting of hydrogen bonds was reported [35] first in 1989 where the IR

spectrum of triformylmethane in chloroform was measured and the presence of a

distinct, sharp band close to the CH stretch of chloroform but slightly shifted to

higher wave numbers were detected. Another observation of the blue shift was

reported in 1997 by Boldeskul et al. [36].

Two schools of thought have mainly emerged in trying to explain the physical

basis for blue-shifted frequencies in hydrogen bonded systems [37]. In both cases it is

acknowledged that the frequency (blue) shift results from the shortening of the bond

that occurs on hydrogen bonding. One group, represented by Hobza and eo-workers,

views such bonds as fundamentally different from traditional red-shifted bonds. They

initially termed them "anti-hydrogen bonds" and subsequently revised this to
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improper "blue-shifting hydrogen bonds" [34, 38-44]. According to them, the origin

of the bond shortening is attributed primarily to a two step mechanism that involves

electron density transfer from the proton acceptor to the antibonding orbitals in the

remote part of the proton donor, which causes elongation of bonds in that part of the

complex. This primary effect is accompanied by a secondary effect of structural

reorganization of the proton donor, leading to a contraction of the X-H bond and a

blue shift of the XH stretch frequency [34,44]. The other group, represented by

Scheiner and Dannenberg and their eo-workers, views such bonds as basically no

different in nature from red shifted hydrogen bonds [45-47]. According to them the

change in X-H bond length is the net resultant of one set of forces tending toward

elongation and another that pulls toward a shorter bond. The same forces are in

operation in both types of hydrogen bond: electrostatic, polarization, charge transfer

and dispersion push the hydrogen away from the donor atom, while exchange pulls it

away from the acceptor. When the former set are together slightly stronger than the

exchange, red shift follows due to the bond stretch. If the latter overcomes the former

set, a blue shift follows due to contraction of the bond [45].

In the present paper, we report the near infrared vibrational overtone absorption

spectrum of imidazole dissolved in carbon tetrachloride. In the !1v = 2 region we have

observed two NH stretch positions. One is blue shifted and is broad and intense

compared to the other low wave number band. Our experimental evidence for this

blue shifted hydrogen bond is supported by the recent (2004) theoretical

investigations of Shihai Van et al. [48J on Im-ImH+ complex. On the basis of the

reliable B3LYP/6-3ll +G* method they have found different coupling modes for the

complexes of imidazole and imidazole cation through the geometry optimisations.

There is one common phenomenon for these complexes, where one NH bond is blue

shifted for each of them. This observation should be due to the interaction of two

fragments; therefore, the electron redistribute in two fragments, leading to the

strengthening of the NH bond of ImH+.
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6.3.2 Experimental
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High purity (>99%) imidazole was obtained from E. Merck (India) Ltd, Mumbai.

Imidazole being a solid, its near saturated solution in spectragrade carbon

tetrachloride is prepared. By adding more carbon tetrachloride, a less concentrated

solution also is prepared. The liquid phase absorption spectra in the near infrared

region (700-2000 nm) were recorded for the two concentrations, at room temperature

(26 ± 10 C) with air as reference and pathlength 1 cm, using a Varian (Cary 5000

model) DV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer which uses a tungsten lamp as the near IR

source.

6.3.3 Results and Discussions

The near infrared vibrational overtone absorption spectra of imidazole in carbon

tetrachloride in the region 700-2000 nm show bands due to pure overtone transitions-
of CH, free NH and bonded NH local mode oscillators and those due to combination

transitions involving several vibrational degrees of freedom of the molecule. In the

present analysis, only the pure overtones of oscillators are considered. The bands in

the /:;,.v = 2, 3 and 4 regions for all the three concentrations are shown in Figs. 6.21

6.23. Here 'a' represents CH overtones, 'b' represents free NH-stretching overtones, 'c'

represents blue-shifted hydrogen bonded NH-stretching overtones and the other peaks

are combinations. The sharp rise in 12,500 cm') in Fig. 6.23 is due to the detector

change at 800nm. The peak position in each case is assigned as the one giving the

best fit in the Birge-Sponer plot. Figs. 6.24-6.26 give the Birge-Sponer plots for CH,

free NH and blue shifted NH oscillators. The band assignments, overtone peak

positions and local mode parameters of the CH, free NH and blue shifted NH

oscillators are given in Table 6.5.
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Fig. 6.27. NH positions in the region 6v.-=2 for two concentrations.
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Fig. 6.28. Coupling between imidazole and imidazolium ion
through hydrogen bonding
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Table 6.5

The band assignments, overtone peak positions and the local mode parameters of the
CH, free NH and blue shifted NH oscillators of Imidazole

v - vibrational quantum number, XI - mechanical frequencies (cm ), X2 

anharmonicity ( cm' ) and y = the least square correlation coefficient.

Local mode

Stretch type v
Overtone peak positions

parameters and y
in (cm")

2 6112.47 X\= 3238.18

CH 3 8950.95 X2= 61.84

4 11730.21 Y = -.995

2 6825.94 X1 = 3692.52

Free NH 3 9966.12 X2= 92.96

4 12908.22 Y = -.9999

2 7168.46 X,= 3918.65

Blue-shifted 3 10476.84 X2 = 109.52
NH

4 13460.76 y = -.996

- - ,I- -
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Due to the small size and rigidity of the five membered ring and also due to its

biological importance, there were significant amount of studies [49-52] of the

structure and vibrational spectrum of imidazole, both theoretically and

experimentally. But the agreement between the two was worse. The unique structure

of imidazole allows a hydrogen bonded chain. In the spectra of molecular aggregates

sometimes the X-H band contours for the hydrogen bonded associates exhibit their

own fine structure [50]. The fine structure of the spectra has been found to be

extremely sensitive to the influence of molecular interactions, changing with the

condensation state of the material and with the temperature. In the fj"v = 2 region we

have two positions corresponding to NH stretch. The blue shifting is found to increase

with concentration as in Fig. 6.27. Those at low wave number side is almost

unchanged due to variation of concentration, which correspond to the almost free NH

stretch vibrations. This itself is an evidence for the existence of strong intermolecular- .
hydrogen bonding exhibited by imidazole. In their theoretical studies on the basis of

B3LYP/6-311 +G* method, Tatara et al. [53] and Shihai Yan et a1.[48J have found

one common phenomenon for all coupling modes for the complexes of imidazole and

imidazole cation - that is one NH bond is blue shifted spectroscopically for each of

them. This observation should be due to the interaction of two fragments; therefore,

the electrons redistribute in two fragments, leading to the contraction and

strengthening of the NH bond of ImH+. We haven't detected any red shifted bands,

may be the bands are too broad and the hydrogen bonded samples are giving very

complex spectra in the overtone region. The Im-ImH+ complex is a strongly hydrogen

bonded system (Fig.6.28) with a low energy barrier for the proton-transfer reaction

and the rotation of the imidazolium ion along the axis of the complex [53]. The

calculations predict that a classical motion of the proton between the two molecules in

the complex is allowed. The aryl CH, free NH and blue shifted NH oscillators are

examined in brief below.

Aryl CH oscillators: The aryl CH stretching frequency calculated using local mode

model from the overtone spectrum agrees with the theoretical studies of Im-ImH+

complex by Tatara et al. [53] and Shihai Yan et.al [48]. The mechanical frequency
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and anharmonicity of the CH stretching vibration agree with the vibrational overtone

study of five-membered aromatic heterocycles by Michael G. Sowa and Bryan R.

Henry [54].

Free and blue shifed NH oscillators: The free NH oscillator frequency and anharmonicity

values are in agreement with the earlier studies by Berthomieu and Sandorfy [55] on

secondary amines. It is interesting to note that the mechanical anharmonicity of the

blue shifted hydrogen bonds also is greater compared to the nonbonded (free) NH

bonds. Thus the unusual blue-shifted hydrogen bonding as well as the standard red

shifted one brings a higher anharmonieity value [56].

6.3.4 Conclusions

Near IR overtone spectrum of imidazole in carbon tetrachloride is analysed using the

local mode model for the first time. Blue-shifted hydrogen bonded NH oscillators are

observed. This is an indication of the formation of Im-ImH+ complex. The mechanical

anharmonicity of the blue-shifted bands is calculated using local mode model and is

found to be greater than that of free NH, similar to the case of standard red-shifted

hydrogen bonding.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The first part of the thesis deals with photothermal investigations on certain plasma

polymerized thin films. Photothermal effects originate from the non-radiative excited

state relaxation resulting in the heat generation. PT techniques are best suited for

thermal characterization of materials. Thermal diffusivity is an important thermal

transport parameter in thin film characterization. Plasma polymerization is an

inexpensive tool for fabricating organic thin films. These films have potential

applications in microelectronics. They are finding use in fabricating storage batteries,

sensors, supercapacitors, etc. Using r.f polymerization technique, three different

polymer thin film samples, namely, poly 2,6 dimethylaniline, poly diethylamine and

poly dimethylamine are prepared. FTIR analysis of the monomer and polymer are done

to suggest the possible linkage in the formation of polymer. The FTIR spectra are

recorded in the range 400-4000 cm", Since the r.f plasma polymerized samples are

highly branched and highly cross-linked, the exact structure cannot be predicted with

the IR analysis alone. Still, some conclusions are made. The most important observation

is that pertainng to NH stretching frequencies in 2,6-dimethylaniline. Being a primary

amine, in 2,6-dimethylaniline there are two bands in the monomer spectrum in the NH

stretch region corresponding to asymmetric (3462 cmjand symmetric stretch (3383

cm"). But in the polymer spectrum only a single frequency ( 3343 ern") is there. The

presence of this single frequency is characteristic of a secondary amine, which has only

one NH bond. Hence it can be inferred that NH2 group in the monomer is changed to

NH group in the polymer. Thus the possible linkage is through the hydrogen abstraction

of the NH2 group in the monomcr.

The thermal diffusivity of the low absorbing, optically transparent and thermally

thin polymer thin film samples coated on bulk substrates is suitably evaluated by probe

beam deflection (PBD) experimental set up. Here the thin film sample is irradiated with

a focused laser beam (pump). The thermal waves generated diffuse in all directions.
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Here carbon tetrachloride is used as a coupling fluid since its thermal diffusivity is very

low compared to that of the sample. A refractive index gradient is generated in the

coupling fluid in contact with the heated surface of the solid sample. A probe beam

traveling through this gradient gets deflected. The probe beam is directed to the sample

surface in the skimming configuration, in which the probe beam just grazes the sample

surface. The probe is scanned across the sample surface perpendicular to the pump

beam. The phase or amplitude of the deflection signal holds a linear relationship with

pump-probe offset. The thermal diffusivity of the sample is calculated from the slope of

the plot. For each sample, measurements are taken at two different modulation

frequencies and the signal is analysed using the phase method and amplitude method.

Both methods at the two modulation frequencies yielded similar results for thermal

diffusivity. The values obtained for all the samples lie in the same order as those of

polymer thin films. Thus the very low values of the thermal diffusivity of organic thin

film samples are successfully determined by employing PBD experimental set up. It has

the advantage that no knowledge of the thickness of the sample is required for the

evaluation of thermal diffusivity.

Near IR overtone investigations of a few organic molecules using local mode

model are also done for characterizing the CH, NH and OH bonds. Normal mode model

is successful for fundamental vibrations of molecules but fails for anharmonic higher

overtones. Higher vibrations are localized or they are effectively uncoupled from other

degrees of freedom since their frequencies are disparate from others in the molecule.

This local mode model can be applied very succesfully for X-H (X = C, 0, N, S, etc.)

containing molecules as a probe for molecular structure and conformation. The liquid

phase absorption spectra of the molecules in the near infrared region (700-2000 nm)

are recorded at room temperature (26 ± 10 C) with air as reference and pathlength 1 cm,

using commercial UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometers [Varian-Cary 5000 model, Jasco

Corp. V-570 model and Hitachi U-3410 model] which use a tungsten lamp as the near

IR source. The overtone spectra of 2,6-dimethylaniline, 2,4-dimethylaniline,

cyclohexylamine, morpholine, cyclohexanol, cyclopentanol and imidazole are analysed

using local mode model.
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The pure overtones of NH, ring CH and methyl CH oscillators of 2,6

dimethylaniline and 2,4-dimethylaniIine are considered. It is interesting to note that

overtones corresponding to both asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations are

obtained for both the molecules as is expected for a primary amine. The frequency of

the NH oscillator in 2,6-dimethylaniline is higher compared to 2,4-dimethylaniline.

Since 2,6-dimethylaniline is a weak base compared to 2,4-dimethylaniline, it is

concluded that the increase in the NH oscillator frequency is an indication of the

weakening of the basicity in metylated anilines. Again it is observed that methylation

of aniline in ortho position brings a blue shift in the overtone energy values of the ring

CH oscillator. In the case of cyclohexylamine, overtones corresponding to both

asymmetric and symmetric NH-stretching vibrations are obtained as is expected for a

primary amine. Due to the weak hydrogen bonding in amines higher overtones for

bonded NH oscillators are too weak to be resolved. Still weak and broad red-shifted

bands at lower overtones are identified due to the formation of hydrogen bonds. The

low value of NH-stretching frequency of cyclohexylamine compared to aniline is an

indication of its strong basicity. Morpholine being a secondary amine overtones

corresponding to only one type of NH stretch is there. Due to the weak hydrogen

bonding in amines higher overtones for bonded NH oscillators are too weak to be

resolved. Still weak and broad red-shifted bands at lower overtones are identified due to

the formation ofNH...O hydrogen bonds. The high values ofNH-stretching overtone

positions ofmorphoIine compared to piperidine is an indication of its weak basicity.

Overtone spectra of cyclohexanol in carbon tetrachloride in different

concentrations are analysed using the local mode model. The mechanical frequencies

and anhannonicities for various oscillators are calculated. The aryl CH and free OH

local mode parameters are almost insensitive to the variation in concentration. But the

local mode parameters for the bonded OH stretching vibrations vary with concentration.

We have observed that as the concentration is increased, mechanical frequency of the

bonded OH vibrations tends to decrease and anhannonicity tends to increase due to

strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Overtone spectra of cyclopentanol in carbon

tetrachloride is analysed using the local mode model. In the CH region in t1v = 2 we
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have two peaks corresponding to two nonequivalent CH bonds, the axial and the

equatorial, similar to the case of cyclopentane. The CH stretching frequencies and

anharrnonicities are in agreement with the local mode parameters for cyclopentane. In

the OH region both free and red-shifted hydrogen bonded OH oscillators are observed.

The mechanical anharmonicity of the red-shifted OH bands is calculated using local

mode model and is found to be greater than that of free OH. In the free OH region in

Llv = 2 two peaks are there, which suggest the two optimised geometries for

cyclopentanol, an unsymmetric envelope conformation with the axial hydroxyl

substituent at the fold of the envelope and the symmetric conformation with an axial

hydroxyl at the flap of the envelope. The frequency and anharmonicity of the free

stretching OH bands agree with the already established results for free OH bonds. Near

IR overtone spectrum of imidazole in carbon tetrachloride is analysed using the local

mode model. Blue-shifted hydrogen bonded NH oscillators are observed. This is an

indication of the formation of Im-ImH+ complex. The mechanical anharmonicity of the

blue-shifted bands is calculated using local mode model and is found to be greater than

that of free NH, similar to the case of standard red-shifted hydrogen bonding.

Thus in the above dicussed cases of molecules, overtone spectroscopy and local

mode model provide a valuable probe of molecular structure and conformation. Here

the overtone spectroscopy is used for the characterization of X-H (X = C, Nand O)

bonds in the organic compounds. The X-H stretching parameters obtained from fitting

a number of sequential overtones for each local mode oscillator promise higher

precision than single measurements in the infrared. The overtone spectra and local

mode model also give the anharmonicity values of the local mode oscillators, which

determine the shape of the corresponding potential curves, whereas the infrared

fundamentals of samples give only the frequencies of isolated X-H bonds. Vibrational

overtone spectroscopy with local mode model is used as an effective tool in hydrogen

bonding studies as well.
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